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CHRONICLING FLORIDA

From one era to the next, the state’s newspapers
have captured every moment — as they rise
to transform themselves today

EXPLORING THE HISTORY OF FLORIDA’S BLACK PRESS
WHAT THE SEASHELLS TELL US, IN WARNING AND HOPE
TALKING ABOUT THE HUMANITIES WITH NASHID MADYUN
SCHOLAR DANIELLE ALLEN ON WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A CITIZEN
INSPIRED BY MOM, SISTERS BRING KOREAN COMFORT FOOD TO MIAMI

From the Panhandle to the Keys
Florida Humanities
supports and sponsors
events and projects that
educate, inspire, and ignite
important conversations.
No matter where you live, you
can find high-quality humanities
events virtually and in person.
Florida Humanities has a
comprehensive online event
calendar that features events,
programs, exhibits, and more.
The calendar updates frequently,
so check back to find and
register for events in your
area and beyond. Find us at
floridahumanities.org/events
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Letter from the Director

Finding inspiration
and connection in my
humanities journey

A

s my fingers touch these keys to stroke my first
message to the Florida Humanities family, I
ponder the best story to tell about me, this issue,
and the connectivity between us. Fall’s FORUM
is dedicated to the history, feats, and lessons
learned from Florida’s newspaper legacy. I hear our great
editor, Jacki Levine, sounding the alarm to get things finished,
prompting light-yet-crisp horns of inspiration to emanate from
my memory. “Hold on! I’m Comin,’ ” the words of the 1966 Stax
Records hit by Sam & Dave, surfaced as an initial theme for me.
For this vocally powerful, gospel-influenced soul group out of
Miami, the pressure of creativity, the diversity of their talents,
and the delicate blending of genres and audience produced a
gritty representation of Southern soul and raw gospel church
influences.
Thirty-five years later, in 2001, the record label behind
that Number One single would become a major part of my
humanities journey. It was then that Deanie Parker, who had
been a marketing director for Stax Records in the 1960s, took
a risk on a young museum professional and offered me the
opportunity to lead the soon-to-open Stax Museum of American
Soul Music in Memphis.
Just as the pressure to produce a hit with a myriad of talents
and timing was the order of the day in the music industry, it was
the grit, grind, and high adherence to integrity and objectivity
that resonated daily for the newspaper industry. The American
print newspaper set the tone every day for many in our society.
Growing up along the Mississippi River in rural Arkansas
just south of Memphis, I remember walking to the front
of our house to ask my Dad for a stack of papers to sell in
the neighborhood. The front half of our house was the
headquarters for my father’s newspaper, the Community
Consultant. Ironically, many people took the world of reluctant
desegregation to be emblematic of that part of the country at
that time, yet my father’s staff was a mix of Black and white news
people, hustling, arguing, and working to meet a daily deadline.
When I was not out trying to sell the newspapers for the
10 cents I made for every paper I sold, I would be walking back
and forth to Gloriosos’ levee corner store for Winston, Salem,
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and Newport cigarettes, a
staple of the newspaper’s
creative process, or so
I thought. My image of
the newspaper journalist
was someone with a concentrated consciousness of the
duality in any issue: “What is the truth as the people know it,
and what is the truth that has to be told?” Ultimately, with
retrospect and inquiry, that lack of fear for the truth led to
the demise of the Community Consultant. Like the string that
unravels with a glaring need to be rewound, my mother, now
a newly single parent, was there to put the pieces together
for the next decade of my life. That’s a story, a Humanities
story encapsulated in the national, personal and societal
paradoxes of an American era.
Consider the plight of the print media industry today –
and then consider what has replaced it and where you get
your news.
This issue of FORUM chronicles Florida’s contributions
to the daily “walk to the corner to pick up the tone for the
day.” You may remember a story that touched your soul, but
how often do you know of the journalist, the craftsman, who
touched those keys amidst pressure and joy? For many, gone
are the days of spending that early morning hour turning
those newspaper pages with ink-stained fingertips, as the
school buses began to roll by. Yet, those stories resonate with
so many more, and we share not only the people behind the
click-clack of keystrokes, but the integrity, triumphs and
pitfalls of a true American cultural artifact, the newspaper.

Nashid Madyun
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Here at Florida Humanities, we couldn’t be prouder of the
14 awards FORUM Magazine won at the Florida Magazine
Association’s Charlie Awards banquet in July – that includes Best
Overall Magazine in our category!
By the numbers, FORUM came away with eight Charlies – the
top awards – plus five Silvers and one Bronze. Congratulations and
thanks to all of FORUM’s talented contributors.
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Contributing Editor

David Meek

Designer

To advertise in FORUM, contact nmadyun@flahum.org
Florida Humanities FORUM/Vol. XLV, No. 3 Fall 2021
© 2021 Florida Humanities
The magazine of Florida Humanities
599 Second Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5005
(727) 873-2000
Website: www.floridahumanities.org
Florida Humanities is a nonprofit organization funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities and private contributors. FORUM is
published three times a year and distributed to the friends of Florida
Humanities and interested Floridians. If you wish to be added to the mailing
list, please request so in writing or via the website. Views expressed by
contributors to FORUM are not necessarily those of Florida Humanities.

BEST OVERALL MAGAZINE
Charlie Award
Jacki Levine, Janet Scherberger, and David Meek
and Florda Humanities staff
BEST WRITING: FEATURE
Charlie Award “Jack Kerouac’s Florida”
writer: Thomas Hallock
Silver Award “The Tales They Tell”
writer, Charlie Hailey; photographer, Aidan Hailey
BEST WRITING: PUBLIC SERVICE COVERAGE
Silver Award “How The Declaration of Independence Offers a
Roadmap to a Better Union” Danielle Allen
BEST WRITING: SERVICE FEATURE
Bronze Award “Exploring Florida’s Dynamic–and Dramatic–Voting
History” Susan MacManus
BEST WRITING: DEPARTMENT
Silver Award “Heritage Kitchen” writer, Dalia Colon;
editors: Jacki Levine, Janet Scherberger
BEST WRITING: IN-DEPTH REPORTING
Charlie Award “Lights, Camera…Florida”
Bill DeYoung and Eric Deggans
BEST WRITING: EDITORIAL/COMMENTARY/OPINION
Charlie Award “There is No Other Path Forward,” Steve Seibert
BEST WRITING: FEATURE HEADLINES
Charlie Award Jacki Levine
BEST PHOTOGRAPHY: PHOTO ESSAY/SERIES
Charlie Award “Portraits in a Pandemic” Tina Russell
BEST PHOTOGRAPHY: COVER
Silver Award “Alone, Together: Stories of Florida in a Time of Crisis,”
Tina Russell, photographer; David Meek, designer;
Jacki Levine, editor
BEST DESIGN: TYPOGRAPHY
Charlie Award “How the Declaration of Independence Offers a
Roadmap to a Better Union,” David Meek
BEST SPECIAL THEME OR SHOW ISSUE
Charlie Award “The Democracy Issue,” Florida Humanities staff

We would like to acknowledge the generous support of the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the State of Florida and members of
Florida Humanities.
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BEST OVERALL: WRITING
Silver Award
Jacki Levine, Janet Scherberger, Florida Humanities staff

Letter from the Editor

In praise of newspapers
and other rare gifts

O

ne day soon, I’m going to drive over to Mount
Pleasant Cemetery in Gainesville, the city where I
live, and find the grave of Matthew Lewey.
Somehow, if belatedly, I’d like to connect
with him.
Lewey was founder and editor of one of Florida’s first
Black newspapers, the Gainesville Sentinel, launched in 1887 as
Reconstruction ended.
He renamed it the Florida Sentinel in 1894, moving the
growing enterprise to Pensacola, and later to Jacksonville.
And today, more than a century later, his paper’s name still
lives on in a Tampa incarnation. But his name is for the most
part forgotten.
Born in 1848 in Baltimore to free parents, he was a lawyer,
Florida state legislator, mayor, and Union Army corporal
wounded in battle.
By 1907, Lewey was prominent enough to be featured in
The Negro in Business, by Booker T. Washington, his friend and
fellow officer in the National Negro Business League.
Yet I’d never heard of him.
Through my years working at Gainesville’s newspaper and
city magazine, somehow the life of Matthew Lewey, in its glory
and, no doubt, its struggles, slipped by.
In this issue of FORUM, we look back through the inky pages
of Florida’s newspaper history. From its 18th-century loyalist
beginnings through its rip-roaring wonder years to today’s
ground-shifting transformation, the fortunes of newspapers and
Florida are forever linked.
In our story about Florida’s Black press, you will meet
generations of journalists, like Lewey and the Reeves family
of the Miami Times, who marshalled their newspapers’ might
to fight discrimination and to depict the richness of Black
lives in full.
Against today’s backdrop of newspaper layoffs, we talk
to newsroom exiles pioneering a non-profit model of news
gathering that offers a promising way forward.
I confess my bias, but as you read these stories, I hope you’ll
see what I see: the hard-working heroes of Florida journalism.
Many do the work with little fanfare; others are acclaimed
Pulitzer Prize winners, like the Miami Herald’s legendary Gene
Miller, whose tenacious reporting and gripping prose helped
free four people wrongly convicted of murder.
Either way, the reward is neither a fat paycheck nor a
balanced lifestyle. When Miller died in 2005, an exonerated
Wilbert Lee told the Herald, “I think about all those nights and
weekends, over all those years, Gene spent working on my case
when he could have been home with his wife and children. He
was a very great person. He believed in justice and he was a
fighter for justice.”
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Working on this issue,
soaking in these stories,
has soothed some of my
angst about the future
of newsgathering. I’m
growing more hopeful that
the fierce impulse to shed
light and right wrongs will
overcome any obstacle to
delivering the news.
So on that happy note,
let me shift gears, as I
practice what I urge others
to do when they encounter
some small victory: Savor the moment.
So here we go: We are tremendously honored and delighted
to tell you that FORUM was named Best Overall Magazine in
its category at the recent Florida Magazine Association Charlie
Awards Gala in Sarasota, capping 14 awards FORUM brought
home, including eight top awards, the Charlies; five silvers, and
one bronze.
Savoring the moment, I’m fairly sure, doesn’t call for long
speeches. So I’ll just say this: The talent of everyone I work with
has made my experience with FORUM so satisfying and joyful.
And that brings me here: These last four years as FORUM
editor have truly been a gift. I’ve learned to understand
my state more fully and deeply. It’s opened my eyes to
the essential mission of this gem of a nonprofit, Florida
Humanities. It’s allowed me to work with the most talented
scholars, writers, photographers, designers and editors
anywhere, as we’ve chronicled the state’s history, culture,
environment and literature.
But if the last year has taught me anything, it’s about the
fleetingness of time. I’ve lived under pressing deadlines longer
than my vanity will allow me to admit — so lucky because I’ve
loved my work. But now is the moment, I’m convinced, to
experience life without constant deadlines.
So this will be my last issue as FORUM editor. But perhaps
not goodbye — you may see me soon working on another project
for Florida Humanities.
Whenever anyone has offered a kind word about our work
on FORUM, I’ve always replied, “I just don’t want to break it.”
Joking, but always fully aware of how precious and rare this
magazine is. It has been the greatest privilege.
With gratitude,
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Listen to the voices of generations in
the pages of Florida’s newspapers
By Laurel M. Lee
Florida Secretary of State

Secretary of State Laurel M. Lee was
appointed by Governor Ron DeSantis
as Florida’s 36th Secretary of State. She
was previously the Circuit Court Judge
in Florida’s Thirteenth Judicial Circuit in
Hillsborough County. Secretary Lee received
her bachelor’s degree and a Juris Doctorate
from the University of Florida, where she
was a member of Florida Blue Key. She was
inducted into the University of Florida Hall
of Fame in 1999.

N

ewspapers are
undoubtedly one of
the most important
source materials used
by historians and
genealogists. Not only do these invaluable
resources document historical events
from the Second Spanish Period through
the present, they also mirror voices from
Florida’s diverse population, document
development and change within Florida’s
communities over time, and offer precious
and rare information about the lives of
ancestors. At the Florida Department of
State, we are proud to be entrusted with
Florida’s historical papers and artifacts
and even more excited to share Florida’s
story with you.
The earliest extant issues of a Florida
newspaper are from the East-Florida
Gazette, a weekly paper published in St.
Augustine from 1783 through 1784, right
at the dawn of the Second Spanish Period.
A clearer image of life in Florida can be
constructed from papers of the territorial
era (1821-1845), with publications such
as the Pensacola Gazette and Florida
Advertiser, the Apalachicola Courier, the
Florida Sentinel and the Florida Herald
providing coverage of events within
Escambia, Franklin, St. Johns and Leon
counties. The expansion of development
throughout Florida over time is reflected
in the proliferation of papers such as
the Orlando Daily Record, Tampa Daily
Tribune, and the Miami Metropolis
throughout Central and South Florida in
the 1880s, 1890s and 1900s.
Voices of Floridians from many walks
of life are represented within historical
newspapers, alongside reporting of
the places, people and events that
embodied, enriched and shaped Florida’s
diverse communities. For example, The
Seminole Tribune, the official paper of the
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Laurel M. Lee

Seminole Tribe of Florida, has provided
coverage of the Dania, Big Cypress,
Brighton, Hollywood and Tampa
Reservations since 1983. The Miami
Times, founded and run by generations of
the Bahamian American Reeves family,
has been a trusted source of information
within Miami’s Black communities since
the paper’s founding in 1923. Founded
in 1922 by a Cuban-American lector of
the Morgan Cigar Factory in Tampa, La
Gaceta is still published weekly to this
day. Offered in English, Spanish and
Italian, La Gaceta has the distinction of
being the only tri-lingual newspaper in
America.
Historical newspapers are used by
academics to investigate the impact of
events including the American Civil
War, Reconstruction, the expansion
of rail infrastructure, the advent of
tourism, the land boom and bust, the
Great Depression and the breakout of
World War II on Florida’s citizenry.
Local historians and genealogists find
a treasure trove of information about
historical businesses, church community

If you’re curious about your own
local or family history, don’t
hesitate to reach out to staff of the
State Library of Florida
events, political campaigns, city council
proceedings, grassroots movements,
labor unions, urban planning, historic
schoolhouses, and their own ancestors
through newspaper advertisements,
obituaries, notices, articles and editorials.
If you’re curious about your own local
or family history, don’t hesitate to reach
out to staff of the State Library of Florida
within the Department of State’s Division
of Library and Information Services. The
State Library’s collection includes over
20,000 reels of historic newspapers on
microfilm, as well as many bound issues
and select current-year print newspapers.
Start today by browsing the State Library’s
online catalog, and if you have any
questions, remember that the Library’s
staff offer free research assistance via
phone, 850-245-6682, and email, INFO@
dos.myflorida.com.
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COVER STORY:

UNDER THE GAZE OF THE SUN

HUMANITIES TODAY
What’s new at Florida Humanities
A look at Florida Humanities’ supported programs. Community
Project Grants at work around the state.
By Lindsey Morrison

A history museum with an intriguing past
The Apalachicola Arsenal Museum, once part of a complex
that was a fortress for fighting the Second Seminole War, a
penitentiary and finally a mental health facility, will host the
Smithsonian’s Water/Ways exhibit.
By Janet Scherberger

Newspapers in Education
Florida Humanities partners frequently with the Tampa Bay Times
to develop lesson plans for teachers to use in their classrooms.
The most recent collaboration focuses on democracy.
By Janet Scherberger

From the first newspaper in 1783, to the Golden Age of Florida
newspapers and this year’s Pulitzer Prizes, Florida’s newspapers
have grown, prospered and struggled in a state rich with stories.
We explore the rituals, the rivalries and the reporting and share a
timeline of key milestones.
By Gary R. Mormino and David Shedden

38
44

MAKING THE INVISIBLE, VISIBLE
Since 1873, Florida’s black newspapers have advocated,
informed and reflected lives often ignored.
By Kenya Woodard

A NEW MODEL FOR NEWS?
As traditional newspapers are shuttered and squeezed
by the internet and 24-hour news channels, nonprofits
emerge to fill the void.
By Ron Cunningham

Let’s Talk About Water
A four-part virtual series held in June to mark the return of
the Smithsonian Institution’s Water/Ways exhibit to Florida is
available online.

A forgotten newspaper
A symposium supported by a Florida Humanities Community Project
Grant uses the little known Miami Life newspaper to explore how
the past has shaped current issues, including anti-Black violence,
immigration and climate crisis.
By Janet Scherberger
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DANIELLE ALLEN
The Harvard University scholar
and candidate for governor
of Massachusetts says her
most important role is citizen.
Florida Humanities will host a
virtual discussion with Allen on
September 30.
By Jacki Levine

A CONVERSATION WITH
NASHID MADYUN
The new executive executive director of
Florida Humanities talks about his journey
from his hometown, Helena, Arkansas, to
the Stax Museum in Memphis, and the
Black Archives museum at FAMU.
By Jacki Levine and Keith Simmons

18

LITERARY FLORIDA
What the seashells tell us
A new book on seashells by Cynthia
Barnett weaves history, science and
culture to issue a warning about the
excesses of human behavior that are
threatening the seas.
By Ron Cunningham

50

46

HERITAGE KITCHEN
Korean home cooking
Jennifer and Michele Kaminski, the
sisters behind the 2 Korean Girls
restaurant, bring dishes inspired by their
mother’s cooking and a voice against
anti-Asian prejudice to Miami.
By Dalia ColÓn

STATE OF WONDER
Imagine you and me
A retired senior pastor and photographer
documents two woodpeckers cooperating
to create a nest and is overcome with
gratitude for nature and his ability to
experience it.
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ON THE COVER: A newspaper reader walks through the St. Petersburg open air post office in this photograph, circa 1920s, by Francis G. Wagner. Wagner opened the Strand

Camera Shop in 1916, the first such store in the city, and enjoyed photographing landmarks downtown. Courtesy of the Earl R. Jacobs III Collection of Francis G. Wagner Photographs
at the University of South Florida St. Petersburg campus library. To see more, visit https://arcg.is/0Dv5mH.
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FLORIDA Humanities Today

The projects and programs in FLORIDA Humanities Today are supported
by Florida Humanities. More information on these projects and other
funding opportunities can be found at FloridaHumanities.org

Florida Humanities-funded grants
preserve stories, foster connections
By Lindsey Morrison, Grants Director

I

n June, Florida Humanities
awarded $78,600 in funding to
21 cultural organizations and
institutions across two grant
programs: Community Project Grants
and Humanities Centers Grants.
Through hundreds of grants awarded
each year to cultural organizations, Florida
Humanities supports truly transformational
projects. From collecting the personal
stories of our community elders and hosting
diverse panel presentations, to creating
engaging exhibits and fostering community
conversations, our partners’ grant-funded
programs bring people together through
constructive dialogue to expand perspectives
and broaden our understanding of ourselves,
and our neighbors.
Please join us in celebrating our state’s
changemakers and their newly funded
humanities-informed programming.

Apply for up to $5,000 through
Community Project Grants

Looking to make an impact in your
community? Florida Humanities’
Community Project Grants competitively
award up to $5,000 in funding to
nonprofits and cultural institutions to
support engaging public humanities
programming — which can be entirely
virtual!
At their core, these grants seek to
preserve Florida’s diverse history and
heritage, promote civic engagement
and community dialogue, and provide
communities the opportunity to reflect on
the future of the Sunshine State.

Apply in 2021 to bring
the humanities to your
community!
Remaining 2021 Deadline:
October 12, 2021 @ 12pm

Learn more at
www.FloridaHumanities.org/Grants.
For more information, please contact Grants Director
Lindsey Morrison at lmorrison@flahum.org.

Community Project Grants
(June 1, 2021 Awards)

Bethune Cookman University
(Volusia)

Miami Center for Racial Justice
(Miami-Dade)

Community Project Grants provide
up to $5,000 in funding to nonprofits
and public institutions across Florida to
develop humanities-rich public programs.
These projects seek to preserve Florida’s
diverse history and heritage, promote civic
engagement and community dialogue, and
provide communities the opportunity to
reflect on the future of the Sunshine State.

“Community Engagement with the Bethune
Cookman University Oral History Collection”
— $4,000
Bethune Cookman University will create
videos, podcasts and blogs based on themes
of racial injustice and democracy, specifically
funding the publishing of oral histories
in partnership with the Daytona Beach
Museum of Arts.

The newly awarded grants are
listed below.

Historical Society of Central Florida
(Orange)

“#ItStartsWithMeMiami: The Power of
Historical Dialogue to Elevate Community/
Police Relations” — $5,000
The Miami Center for Racial Justice
will bring humanities scholars together
with community members, leaders and
law enforcement officials to discuss better
community relations and practices using
a historic lens to understand the struggles
facing African American communities.

Ayiti Community Trust (Miami-Dade)
“Ayiti Connect” — $5,000
Ayiti Community Trust will host a series
of virtual events to educate young Haitian
Americans on Haiti’s history and culture and
record stories that connect youth to their
heritage and foster pride in their cultural roots.
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“Giants, Dragons & Unicorns: The World of
Mythic Creatures” — $5,000
Historical Society of Central Florida
will host complementary public humanities
programming for “Giants, Dragons &
Unicorns: The World of Mythic Creatures,”
on tour at the Orange County Regional
History Center.

Museum of Contemporary Art
(Miami-Dade)
“ ‘My Name is Maryan’ Film and Discussion
Series” — $5,000
Museum of Contemporary Art will
host three film screenings paired with panel
discussions led by Florida International
University humanities scholars in conjunction
with the Maryan exhibition.

Pioneer Florida Museum
Association (Pasco)

The Franciscan Center
(Hillsborough)

“Florida’s Seminole Wars: A Living History
Event” — $5,000
The Pioneer Florida Museum will
host the “Florida’s Seminole Wars: A
Living History Event” and refurbish
a small exhibit showcasing period
artifacts.

“50 Years of Tampa’s Franciscan Center:
The Sisters’ Legacy Serving Florida’s Poor
and Underserved” — $5,000
The Franciscan Center will
orchestrate “50 Years of Tampa’s
Franciscan Center,” which will include a
three-day public lecture series and panel
discussion about the Center’s history
and connection to Tampa communities.

Serena Schreiber Stories – Florida
Atlantic University (Palm Beach)
“When You Move, I Move: Community
Engagement on Climate Gentrification”
— $1,600
Florida Atlantic University and
Serena Schreiber Stories will host a
community conversation and poetry
performance in Little Haiti, Miami.

The Florida Holocaust Museum
(Pinellas)
“My Grandfather Would Have Shot Me: A
Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi
Past” — $5,000
The Florida Holocaust Museum will
bring in author Jennifer Teege to present,
“My Grandfather Would Have Shot Me:
A Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s
Nazi Past.”

Volusia County Public Library
(Volusia)
“Anti-Racism Community Conversation
Kits” — $3,000
Volusia County Public Library will
create six anti-racism adult conversation
kits, 36 youth/family conversation
kits, and support digital programming
with partners at Bethune-Cookman
University and the Daytona Beach Public
Housing Authority.

Yiddishkayt Initiative (Broward)
“YI Love Yiddishfest” — $5,000
Yiddishkayt Initiative, Inc. will host
special lectures that highlight Jewish
history within a larger, week-long
festival, “YI Love Yiddishfest”

Humanities Centers Grants
(June 15, 2021 Awards):

Humanities Centers Grants provided up
to $3,000 to Florida college and universities’
humanities-related departments to support
community programming that seeks to
broaden the public’s awareness of what it
means to be human.

The newly awarded Humanities
Centers Grants are listed below,
with $3,000 awarded to each
institution
Flagler College, Department of History
(Saint Johns)
Florida A&M University, Department
of History and Political Science (Leon)
Florida A&M University, Meek-Eaton
Black Archives, Research Center, and
Museum (Leon)
Florida International University,
Wolfsonian Public Humanities Lab
(Miami-Dade)
Florida International University,
Center for Women’s and Gender
Studies (Miami-Dade)
Nova Southeastern University,
Humanities Center (Broward)
University of Central Florida, RICHES
Program (Orange)
University of North Florida, Digital
Humanities Institute (Duval)
University of South Florida,
Humanities Institute (Hillsborough)
University of South Florida
Contemporary Art Museum
(Hillsborough)
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FLORIDA Humanities Today

The projects and programs in FLORIDA Humanities Today are supported
by Florida Humanities. More information on these projects and other
funding opportunities can be found at FloridaHumanities.org

A history museum with an intriguing
past highlights a quiet part of Florida
By Janet Scherberger

L

Photos by Janet Sherberger

inda Kranert, museum coordinator
for the Apalachicola Arsenal
Museum, first saw the building
back in 1993, when she was touring
the grounds of Florida State Hospital in
Chattahoochee after being hired as a
medical unit supervisor there.
The hospital itself was once part of a
10-building compound built in the 1830s
and used as a fortress for fighting the
Second Seminole War. In later years it was
a supply depot and training ground for
Civil War soldiers, a Freedmen’s Bureau
for former slaves, a prison and, finally,
a mental health hospital with a forensic
wing. The former officers quarters, now an
administrative building for the hospital, is in
the National Register of Historic Places.
Kranert’s tour back in 1993 included a
stop at the dilapidated building once used
for storing gunpowder and weapons.
“The roof had caved in. There were trees
growing through it and critters running
around. But these beautiful columns were
still there and it was just a unique, beautiful
building,” Kranert said.

Linda Kranert launched the effort to restore the old powder magazine building
at Florida State Hospital in 1993.

When Kranert heard the building was
slated for demolition, she sprang into
action, successfully applying for a grant for
its preservation.
Fast forward to 2014, when Kranert
returned to Chattahoochee from her new
home in Orlando for the grand opening of
the preserved building, and her former boss
convinced her to come back.
“She told me I needed to finish what I
started,” Kranert said.
And so she did.
Today, the museum, named for its
location near the Apalachicola River, offers
insight into the history of the arsenal and
hospital and the region. Situated on the
grounds of a mental health facility owned
by the state Department of Children and
Families (DCF), museum hours are limited.
Artwork by hospital residents is on display in an entrance hall.
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The Apalachicola Arsenal
Museum will host the
Smithsonian Institution’s
“Water/Ways” exhibit from
August 28 through October 23.
It functions largely as a place to hold
special events and conferences, with lunchand-learns open to the public on the third
Thursday of each month and tours available
by appointment.
This summer, it will be open at least
three days a week and on one weekend
day, either by reservation or through
general admission, as host of the
Smithsonian Institution’s “Water/Ways”
exhibit on display August 28 through
October 23, 2021.

Permanent exhibits explore the
history of the entire region.
There’s everything from a Native
American exhibit to furniture from
the original officers’ quarters, Civil
War-era letters, an original penitentiary
log, documents from the Florida State
Hospital dating back to the 1800s, and
a celebration of the Arsenal itself and
a long-gone shot tower used to make
bullets and cannonballs. At one point,
the five-story tower made it the tallest
building in the state.
“The museum covers a little bit of
everything,” Kranert said.
A wide variety of supporting events
have been scheduled around the “Water/
Ways” exhibit, including a kayak trip and
river clean-up led by the Apalachicola River
Keepers, presentations from the water

The Apalachicola Arsenal Museum building was once part of a 10-building
complex that played a key role in the Second Seminole War.

management district and the
Florida State University marine
lab, and a showing of two dozen
photographs of the Apalachicola
River by Clyde Butcher.
The museum is currently
holding a contest inviting people
to paint 10-inch wooden water
drops that will be auctioned off
after the “Water/Ways” exhibit.
“We’re doing things to
involve the community and get
them excited about it.”
Water is an important part
of life in Chattahoochee. A dam
built in the early 1800s provides Three sizes of cannonballs are on display in the museum.
a perfect spot for viewing
nearby Lake Seminole, and the Apalachicola
River is central to the community.
“It’s a big fishing community,” Kranert
attention to the importance of waterways
said. “People used
and the role they play in our lives.”
to swim and water
Kranert also hopes it draws attention to
ski in the river.
all that Chattahoochee has to offer.
People boat on the
“When people think about us, they
river. A lot of our
think about the hospital. But there’s so
residents have homes
much more here. It’s just a beautiful
in Mexico Beach
area,” she said.
and visit the Gulf.
“We’re so off the beaten path and such
Water is a primary
a small area, I never thought they would
attraction to people
give it to us,” she said. “The people here are
in the area and often
thrilled. It’s a perfect fit.”
taken for granted
For more information on the museum
because they’ve
and events related to the “Water/Ways”
grown up with it.
exhibit, visit the Apalachicola Museum
This is bringing more
Historical Society on Facebook.

The history museum includes a log from the mid 1800s when the
buildings were used as a penitentiary.
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How a powerful partnership
between newspapers and educators
ignites learning
By Janet Scherberger

S

ince the 1930s, when New York
City school teachers requested
delivery of The New York Times
to their classrooms, newspapers
have served as a tool for instruction in
everything from reading, history, and
government, to math and economics.

programs, first at
The Tampa Tribune
and, since 2005, at
the Tampa Bay Times.
“Teachers can use the
whole publication or
just a page.”
The nine-section
Today, there are more than 950
document covers,
Newspaper in Education programs in cities
among other things,
throughout the United States, serving
the founding of
nearly 40 percent of the nation’s public
the United States;
school students. The program promotes
the expansion of
literacy by providing teachers with lesson
voting rights to
plans, activities, and ideas for classroom
Native Americans,
instruction built around newspaper articles
African Americans
and other resources.
and women; the
Florida Humanities has partnered
mechanics of
regularly with the Tampa Bay Times to
democracy and
produce Newspaper in Education (NIE)
freedom of the
materials, including programs on equality,
Florida Humanities collaborated with the Tampa Bay Times Newspapers
press; free speech;
Florida maps and the Korean War.
in Education program to produce a 16-page broadsheet that explores
and Florida
Most recently, an $11,000 grant from
Democracy. It was published to supplement the Smithsonian Institution’s
changemakers.
Florida Humanities supported a 16-page
Museum on Main Street traveling exhibition, “Voices and Votes:
There’s also a
broadsheet called “Democracy Reignited”
Democracy in America,” that toured Florida in 2021.
section on civic
to supplement the Smithsonian Institution’s
The document also includes discussion
engagement and
Museum on Main Street traveling
questions, links to relevant newspaper
how to participate
exhibition, “Voices and Votes: Democracy
articles and details for which Florida
in America,” that toured Florida in 2021.
in democracy by voting, volunteering,
educational standards the lessons satisfy.
“The goal is to give teachers a kind of
staying informed and writing letters to
The curriculum is based on end-ofelected officials.
living textbook with the newspaper that
the-year civics lesson tests taken by
“That was an important part of this
they can use to engage their students. Our
middle school students.
particular publication,” Pushkin said.
curriculum is focused in different areas.
When it was first printed, “Democracy
“Getting them engaged and seeing how
“Democracy Reignited” covers something
Reignited” was distributed for free to social
we often get asked for lesson plans on
they are a part of democracy. It’s not a
studies teachers in middle and high schools
-— citizenship and government. The topic
vague thing that they look at from afar. It’s
in several counties. The publication is
fits perfectly here,” said Jodi Pushkin, a
to let them know that from any age they can
available for free online, but teachers can
get involved. Young people have a powerful
former high school English teacher who
also order hard copies for their classrooms.
voice and they should use it.”
has worked for more than 20 years on NIE
For more information or to order copies
go to nieonline.com/tbtimes/ and look
for “Democracy Reignited” under the
Florida Humanities has partnered regularly with the Tampa
curriculum tab, or order from Florida
Bay Times to produce Newspaper in Education (NIE) materials,
Humanities at FloridaHumanities.org/NIE.

including programs on equality, Florida maps and the Korean War.
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Sandspur Beach, Florida Keys

In case you missed it: Catch up with
‘Let’s Talk About Water’ online

F

lorida Humanities is partnering
with seven locations across
Florida to bring the Smithsonian
“Water/Ways” exhibit back to
the state. “Water/Ways” is part of the
Smithsonian’s Museum on Main Street
(MoMS) program that brings nationally
curated exhibits to small communities
across America. Communities hosting
the exhibition have an opportunity to dive
into water — an essential component
of life on our planet environmentally,
culturally, and historically.
In celebration of “Water/Ways”
making a return to Florida, a four-part
virtual program series was held in late
June. Florida Humanities, At Home! Let’s

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

Talk About Water brought together
five scholars to explore four aspects of
Florida’s water story. Dr. Jack Davis, an
environmental historian at the University
of Florida, launched the series with a
discussion on the Gulf of Mexico and
Florida’s relationship to the bald eagle.
Carol Mickett and Robert Stackhouse,
a team of artists who have collaborated
on a range of artworks for more than two
decades, described the ways in which
water influences their work.
Rick Kilby, the author of Florida’s Healing
Waters, explained how the perceived
benefits of Florida’s mineral springs
spurred tourism throughout the Gilded
Age — and persist to this day. Many of the

conversations centered on Florida’s past
relationship with water as we celebrate the
50th anniversary of the Clean Water Act.
Cynthia Barnett, author of the recently
published The Sound of the Sea, Seashells
and the Fate of the Oceans, concluded the
series with a discussion of our future with
water. Participants were asked at the
outset of the program about their level of
optimism on the state of water 100 years
into the future. The expressed concern and
pessimism served as a launching point to
consider the broader relationship between
humanity and water, as Barnett ultimately
made a case for optimism.
Recordings of all programs are available
on our website, FloridaHumanities.org
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Forgotten newspaper casts light on
painful stories from Miami’s past
By Janet Scherberger

T

en years ago, Julio Capo was
researching his book on Miami’s
LGBTQ history before 1940 when
he discovered a long-forgotten
alternative weekly newspaper, Miami Life.

PHOTO BY MICHAEL CHUNYK

“In the state archives I kept coming
across references to this newspaper,” said
Capo, who formerly worked in TV news.
“It was kind of sensational, but people
paid attention to it. It was really important
at the time.”
He couldn’t readily find copies of the
paper in any library. So he went through the
phone book and looked for people with the
same last name as the paper’s last owner,
Reubin Clein.
“The second person I called was his
grandson and he said, ‘Yeah, I have some
copies in my garage.’ He was very generous
with his time and we met up and he allowed
me to take photographs of the newspapers,”
said Capo, a professor of history and
deputy director of the Wolfsonian Public

Julio Capo says Miami Life, an alternative
newspaper, provides a glimpse into the past not
available in the mainstream press.
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Humanities Lab (WPHL)
at Florida International
University.
Capo used the material
to inform his award-winning
2017 book, Welcome to
Fairyland: Queer Miami before
1940, finding the newspaper
useful because it often
covered the experiences of
the city’s marginalized groups,
though through the tainted
lens of the time.
Those newspapers also
serve as the foundation
for “Miami Life: Unpacking
Difficult Stories From Our
Past,” a symposium that
WPHL will host early next
year with the help of a $5,000
Community Project Grant
from Florida Humanities.
The symposium will use the
newspaper to highlight the
significance of the area in
shaping key debates from
the past to the present,
Miami Life used attention-grabbing headlines to challenge some of
the most powerful state, local and national institutions of the time.
including anti-Black violence,
incarceration and detention,
anti-immigrant fervor, climate
and aggressively bold and often
crisis, gentrification, and unequal access
outrageous arguments, he challenged
to resources.
some of the most powerful state, local
Interns with WPHL are digitizing
and national institutions of the time.
available issues of Miami Life, which roughly
Popular targets included local elected
cover 1927 through 1929, 1935 and 1949.
officials as well as Florida’s East Coast
These will be used to create four exhibits
Railway, Florida Power & Light, and its
to coincide with the symposium, which
competitor, the Miami Herald.
will also include a panel discussion with
In addition to being anti-establishment,
community activists and scholars. The
the editorial content adhered to some of
entire program will be available on the
the era’s long-held popular beliefs. That
WPHL website and its YouTube channel.
viewpoint — anti-immigrant, anti-gay and
Reubin Clein was, by all accounts,
anti-Black — provides a snapshot of life in
a colorful and controversial character.
the Jim Crow South and a starting point for
An aspiring boxer and avid gambler, he
the symposium’s exploration of issues still
reportedly won the newspaper in a card
being grappled with today.
game in 1931 and published it until it was
“Some of the stories are really difficult to
shuttered 30 years later.
read,” Capo said.
He turned it into what today might be
Doing so provides a look at how the
considered a supermarket tabloid.
thinking of the past informed and shaped
With attention-grabbing headlines
current social structures and thinking.

H U M A N I T I E S

“Newspapers are a window into
social, political and economic history and
sometimes it might not seem obvious.
Just reading two different newspapers that
cover the same story, we get a textured
look at disagreement, of consensus,” Capo
said. “Newspapers are subject, like any
other source, to a number of biases. We
have to understand they are not complete.
They don’t necessarily tell the whole
truth, whatever that means. And that’s an
important question for the humanities.
We don’t stop with just looking at a
newspaper, we try to find other sources
that corroborate or challenge the
narrative.”
The stories also offer glimpses of
the past not available in mainstream
newspapers of the time.
“Because it was an alternative paper,
it covered marginalized communities,”
Capo said.
The stories of immigrants,
bootleggers and sexworkers appeared in
the paper’s pages.

Ruben Clein reportedly won Miami Life in a
card game in 1931. He published it for 30 years.

“They didn’t necessarily cover them in
a favorable way, but they tell us something
about the thinking of the time,” Capo said.
“We also get nuggets of information about
people who lived then. It’s not much, but at
least now we know that person was there

and we can try to find out more about them.
It’s the work historians do.”
The articles, the editorials and even
the advertisements also tell the story of
Miami — what was the news of the day,
what were the nightlife hot spots, how
much did things cost.
“You can almost feel the pulse of the
city. You get this local flavor of what’s going
on around town,” he said.
Capo is hoping the project will surface
additional copies of the paper, which
happened as the students were digitizing
the papers and a librarian told them the FIU
special collections also had a copy, which
was added to the digital archive.
“We imagine there will be stories like
this and there will be community-based
efforts to find other issues that might exist,”
he said.
And Capo hopes exploring Miami Life’s
coverage of the big issues of the day will
serve a purpose as the nation continues to
face the fall-out from our past.
“It’s a reckoning,” Capo said. “This is
how healing happens.”

Our Spring cleaning is your golden opportunity
Are you looking for a copy of a missed or
favorite issue of FORUM? We’ve found some extra

copies and we are ready to share. This valuable resource
contains fascinating stories about our state’s history,
culture, and all things humanities. We’re offering these issues

to you with free shipping. FORUM Magazine is a
fantastic way to introduce Florida to a friend, colleague,
or new neighbor.
To order your copy, visit FloridaHumanities.org and
type “back issues” in the search box.

If you do not have a subscription to current issues of FORUM, sign up
for a complimentary one-year subscription today.
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Danielle Allen:

An evening with
For this Harvard scholar,
civic engagement is key
By Jacki Levine

H

arvard University
professor. Political
theorist. Classicist.
Author. Director of a
center for ethics. Scholar
on democracy, ancient Athenian and
modern.
Danielle Allen’s head-turning list of
titles evokes a woman of deep scholarly
thought and achievement — and more
than a little acclaim:
MacArthur “Genius” Grant winner at
age 29. 2020 winner of the John W. Kluge
Prize for Achievement in the Study of
Humanity, the field’s highest honor.
And now, as of June, this: Candidate for
governor of Massachusetts.
But there’s a title missing from this
weighty list, and it’s the one Danielle
Allen will tell you animates and drives
all the others:
Citizen.
“For me, scholarship on democracy
has always been an assist to my role as a
citizen of a democracy,” says the author
of Our Declaration: A Reading of the
Declaration of Independence in Defense of
Equality.
“My citizen role comes first, but I
believe one of the beautiful things about
democracy is that it’s an invitation to all
of us to engage intellectually in thinking
about the future of our communities,”
Allen says. “So in that regard, for me
being a scholar of democracy, that is

just an extension of being
a citizen. ….because
I so deeply believe
in the importance
of participation in
democracy. ”
Allen is responding to
the inevitable question
about her decision to
run for governor of her
state, careful, for this
interview, to steer clear
of politics. But she could
just as easily be talking
about the driving passion
of her work – promoting
civic education and
participation, not just
in theory, but with stepPhotographed here for a 2016 profile for Harvard Magazine, Danielle
by-step advice, and with a Allen is currently on leave from Harvard as she pursues the
Democratic nomination for governor of Massachusetts. Her book,
plan to make it happen.
Democracy in the Time of Coronavirus, is due out in December.
That combination
of rigorous scholarship
delivered with down-to-earth, put-it-to-use Allen after her talk, including questions by
The Village Square and online attendees.
pragmatism will be on display during the
“The government has responsibilities and
free virtual event, “Our Declaration: An
the citizens have responsibilities and how
Evening with Danielle Allen,” on Thursday,
do we reconcile that in the world we live
September 30, at 7 p.m. EST, through Zoom
in today?”
and Facebook Live. Sponsored by Florida
That very question is woven into Allen’s
Humanities and The Village Square, with
work, which calls for a more engaged
funding from a grant from the Mellon
citizenship and offers a toolkit of sorts
Foundation, it will kick off a series of
ongoing collaborative programming by The for achieving it — not only what we as
individuals can learn from history, but how
Village Square and Florida Humanities.
we can, must, use it.
“I’m looking forward to having a
“She loves America as much as any
dialogue with
grand and soaring ballad of our traditions,
Professor Allen on
but doesn’t flinch when that love requires
her perspective
“Our Declaration: An Evening with Danielle Allen”
us to face the hardest of truths about where
about how the
Free virtual event through Zoom and
we have failed,” says Liz Joyner, president
American social
Facebook Live.
and founder of The Village Square.
contract has
Thursday, September 30, at 7 p.m. EST,
“She’s part democracy’s orator and part
withstood the
Sponsored by Florida Humanities and The
its master mechanic,” adds Joyner. “We’re
pandemic,”
Village Square, with funding from a grant
going to need both of those skills to get
says Florida
from the Mellon Foundation. For more
to the other side of our crisis of faith in
Humanities’
information on this and other upcoming
democracy.”
Executive Director
events cosponsored by Florida Humanities
Allen’s writings have tackled everything
Nashid Madyun,
and The Village Square, please visit
from punishment in the world of ancient
who will interview
tlh.villagesquare.us/event/danielle-allen/
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Athens to the role of education in battling
inequality. Her book, Democracy in the Time
of Coronavirus, out in December, offers an
analysis of our government’s response to
the pandemic — and our own. As director
of Harvard’s Edmond J. Safra Center for
Ethics, Allen led a collaboration of scientists
and researchers to develop Key Metrics For
COVID Suppression. (She is currently on
leave from Harvard during her campaign.)
And through the Center for Ethics, Allen
directs the Democratic Knowledge Project,
which promotes civic and ethics education
by creating curriculum and other resources
for public schools, universities, and for
lifelong learning, by supporting faculty
projects, and a number of other initiatives.
The home page of its website offers the
key to its rationale:
“Why We’re Here, Fewer than 30 percent
of people under the age of 40 consider it
essential to live in a democracy, compared to
70 percent for generations born before World
War II.”
After the Massachusetts legislature
passed education reform in 2018, the DKP
collaborated with the Cambridge school
district to design a year-long course for 8thgraders on civic engagement in democracy.
The program has grown to include 15 state
school districts.
As part of the Kluge Prize from the
Library of Congress, Allen has also been
working with the library on her initiative
“Our Common Purpose — A Campaign for
Civic Strength at the Library of Congress”
to promote civic engagement — our
common purpose — by engaging schools,
universities, political leaders, and the
American public.
Allen’s mix of deep scholarly research
coupled with a prescription for action may
be unusual, but perhaps not unexpected.
“I’m from a family that has always been
committed to participation and to the
power and value of democracy to improve
people’s lives,” Allen says.
Her mother, Susan, is a librarian;
her father, William, born in Fernandina
Beach, is a renowned professor of political
philosophy, who served on the faculty
of Harvey Mudd College in Claremont,
California, where Danielle Allen grew
up, at Michigan State University, and
is an emeritus dean at James Madison
College. He was also chairman of the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and

How to be a civic agent:

Some tips by Danielle Allen

You talk about the importance of civic agency and describe three types of civic agents in
the digital age: engaged citizens, activists, and politicians. How can those of us who may
not aspire to be politicians, or even activists, become more engaged citizens?
I think there are starting points: Know what matters to you and why.
What are your anchor values? How can you make sure that when you think about those values
you’re thinking about a big “we” that includes all of us.
•

Hear other people’s values. Listen to them, let them tell you what they care about and
then see where you can find points of connection.

•

I think in order for us to do our work as citizens, we actually start by stepping away
from politics and reminding ourselves of who we are as human beings, what
anchors us as human beings, and where we can see points of connection to one
another, right in this day.

•

We need to build those human connections in order to step into the space of doing
problem solving together, and when we face the decisions that affect our communities –
whether those are municipal-level policymaking or state-level or federal-level policymaking.
To succeed as an engaged citizen, you’ve got to step back and reestablish human
connection to the other human beings around you.

•

Step away from the ruleless spaces of social media and step into spaces where
we structure our interactions with each other in order to bring focus to the
quality of our relationship.

member of the National Council on the
Humanities.
“So on both sides of my family, my
great-grandmother was president of the
League of Women Voters in Michigan,
and I had a grandad who helped found one
of the first NAACP chapters in northern
Florida and was an advocate for voting
rights. And my dad and my aunt both ran
for office, so I grew up in a community of
people who were steeped in a belief that
the empowerment that democracy brings
is the path to human well being.”
And then, in college “I wandered into a
class on Athenian democracy by one of the
best teachers I ever had, and I just fell in
love with this study of democracy.”
Reaching beyond the walls of academia
toward a life of civic engagement has been
a constant for Allen from the beginning of
her academic journey.
As a young professor at the University
of Chicago, she taught a night class for
low-income adults in the community
through the Odyssey project, sponsored
by Illinois Humanities.
She describes the experience as eyeopening and “miraculous,” and most
certainly as life-changing for her as it was
for her students.
In fact, you might think of those

night-school students when you pick
up Allen’s acclaimed 2014 tome on the
Declaration of Independence, in which
she carefully holds our revered founding
document up to the light, analyzing it
semantically, in a historical context,
and in the ways it can be understood
today. Without those Chicago students,
the book may not have been written,
and Allen’s own work may have taken a
different course.
“The goal of the class,” remembers
Allen, “was to ensure that those lowincome students, who had perhaps
fallen out of an educational pathway,
would have the opportunity to
reconnect with the same quality of
education available to them as students
in the most elite schools, like the
University of Chicago.”
But how to deliver the same high
standard to students grappling with
issues of childcare, jobs, transportation,
and without the same educational
background as the university students
“was a conundrum,” says Allen.
“The solution... was to insist on
teaching texts of the highest caliber —
but teach short, short texts. So I picked
the Declaration of Independence as
my teaching text because it was short,
continued on page 54
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‘Anything is possible’
A conversation with Florida Humanities’ new Executive Director Nashid Madyun

“The ability to know your neighbor helps you truly know yourself and, ultimately, contribute to a fair and vibrant
society,” says Nashid Madyun, photographed on the grounds of the University of South Florida St. Petersburg.

By Jacki Levine and Keith Simmons

L

ong before Dr. Nashid
Madyun became Florida
Humanities’ new executive
director in May, he had
witnessed the power of
the humanities in telling our unfolding
stories.
He saw it first in his hometown of
Helena, Arkansas, along the Mississippi
River, as it worked to interpret its rich
and complex Civil War history. Unionoccupied, it was a haven for freedomseeking slaves, site of a major battle,
home to a Confederate cemetery, and a
beacon of African-American leadership
during Reconstruction.
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Then, in his post-college work at
the Department of Arkansas Heritage,
he delved into the tragedy of the 1919
Elaine Massacre, which happened in his
own home county. In an incident whose
true details had taken years to uncover,
untold numbers of Black sharecroppers
lost their lives in a confrontation sparked
by an attempt to organize for fairer
treatment. And he collected the oral
histories of folk artists, agricultural
workers and those who made their living
on the Mississippi River.
Later, he absorbed and shared the
stories of musical legends as the first
director of the Stax Museum of American

H U M A N I T I E S

Photo by Chris Zuppa

Soul Music in Memphis, which he helped
launch.
In another chapter of his two-decade
long career, he witnessed the story-telling
power of the world’s first collection of
African-American fine art, housed at the
Art Museum and Archives of Hampton
University in Virginia, where he was
director. His Florida journey began as
director of the Carrie Meek and James
Eaton Sr. Southeastern Regional Black
Archives Research Center and Museum
at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
University in Tallahassee.
Through it all, he has shared his
knowledge as a college lecturer in

“I realized that history can’t always be what you see on the surface. You can’t always take
everything at face value – you need to look at both sides. You need to get the background. There’s
what’s in the history books and another story that doesn’t always make it in.”

humanities, African American art, U.S.
history and business.
Now, Nashid Madyun brings his
experiences as an archivist, researcher,
storyteller, and leader to his new role
helming Florida Humanities.

Can you share a favorite
childhood memory of growing up
in Phillips County, Arkansas?
My fondest memories are of the
Arkansas Education for the Gifted
in the summer; Weekend Wizards, a
county-supported program to inspire and
cultivate creative thinking; and the visits
to the Louisiana Purchase Historic State
Park. Those three cultural influences
always remind me of the spark and
richness that rural places like Arkansas
can have for a child. Fun fact, my father
was a newspaper man and ran the
Community Consultant out of the front
of the house and we lived in the back.
My mom, Audrey Madyun, a paralegal,
was recognized for her baking skills and
still competes to this day — her Tropical
Sunshine Flatcakes recipe got national
attention in 2008.

If you had two minutes to
describe the humanities, how
would you convince your listener
it is important?
Never overlook the opportunity to
learn about the culture of your neighbor,
their passion for cuisine, art, or the
influence nature and the environment
may have had on them. The ability to
know your neighbor helps you truly know
yourself and, ultimately, contribute to a
fair and vibrant society.
As a matter of fact, let me tell you a
story from my past that illustrates this.
It involves a rhythm guitar, a Hammond
B3 organ, an abandoned movie theater,
and a young black music prodigy. In the
heart of Memphis, during the civil rightscharged ’60s, Booker T. Jones Jr., the
14-year-old prodigy, walked into a movie
theater that had been converted into a
music studio and record store looking

for work. Skilled on many instruments,
he quickly became the lead for the house
band consisting of two black gentlemen
and two white gentlemen. With Booker
T. on the Hammond B3 organ, and
Steve Cropper, a young white kid, on the
rhythm guitar, Booker T. and the M.G.s,
was one of the first racially integrated
rock groups in the U.S. Consider their
hits “Green Onions” and “Time is Tight,”
examples of lifelong collaboration and
bridge building in the heart of a divisive
world. More than serendipity, this
inspired me to believe that anything is
possible.

Was there a pivotal experience
that inspired your interest in the
humanities as a life’s work?
There was an English teacher-turnedlibrarian in my high school who vented
frustration about a free blues festival in
town. The festival was staged downtown,
and while it didn’t block off access to
the streets where the white businesses
were, it did block off the Black businesses.
Traffic couldn’t get through.
So it created a tension: On one
hand, here was a festival celebrating
Black heritage, but while the white
businesses benefited, the Black
businesses were shunted out of it.
The blues festival was great, but what
about the Black businesses that weren’t
making money with thousands of
people coming into town?
This was a rabbit hole that grabbed
my attention. I realized that history can’t
always be what you see on the surface.
You can’t always take everything at face
value – you need to look at both sides.
You need to get the background. There’s
what’s in the history books and another
story that doesn’t always make it in. We
need to interview people and tell those
stories that wouldn’t otherwise see the
light of day.
I went to college as a business
student, but I quickly came back to the
humanities, because I never left that
rabbit hole.

It’s the weekend: What are your
go-to pastimes?
Golf, chess, watching sports, reading
obscure book finds, closing my eyes and
grabbing vinyl for a needle, trying to
duplicate a meal at home that touched
my soul in a restaurant.

More detail?
Favorite teams: Steelers, Celtics,
Razorbacks.
Favorite meal: Steak street-tacos
made fresh with pico de gallo, green chile
sauce, cilantro, and queso – though you
can’t go wrong with blackened grouper
and asparagus if you know how to use a
cast iron skillet.

Do you have a favorite place that
evokes “quintessential” Florida?
From the Panhandle to what I
have seen of the Gulf coast, the Florida
landscape is remarkably laced with
flowing trees and waterways. St. George’s
Island and the Sarasota beaches could
probably compete with my golf days. I
have to say that the way people absorb
live music in Central Florida seems to
be synonymous with their enjoyment of
the sunsets on the beaches. I don’t think
Florida would be Florida without some
blend of fine music, a sunny beach, and a
good sunset meal at a food truck during
your weekend.

Are there books, movies, or
music that have inspired you as
a humanities professional and
advocate?
Gil Scott-Heron’s recording, “Don’t
Give Up,” James T. Cobb’s book, The
Most Southern Place on Earth, the films
“Dead Poets Society” and “Good Will
Hunting,” I believe, speak to me as much
as the artistic expressions of the “Great
Migration” series by Jacob Lawrence or
the “Black Belt” by Archibald Motley. The
“Black Belt” shares a scene of promise
and fun during the ’30s as the Great

continued on page 54
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How Florida’s newspapers grew, prospered, and struggled
in a state rich in stories
By Gary R. Mormino and
David Shedden

I

FLORIDA ARCHIVES

t was 1782, the last year of the
American Revolution, when British
loyalist Dr. William Charles
Wells arrived in St. Augustine.
A member of a prominent
Charleston, South Carolina
printing family, he brought with him a
pressman, a “considerable amount of
printer’s type,” and a plan.
On February 1, 1783, after hiring an
African-American carpenter to help assemble the printing press, Wells launched
Florida’s first newspaper, The East-Florida

1909–10 Lewis Hine’s photo of a Tampa street urchin
and paper boy. He is Tony Valenti, the son of an Italian
immigrant widow. He became a fabulously wealthy fruit
& vegetable broker in Tampa.

Gazette, nearly a century
after the first Colonial
newspaper made a fleeting
appearance in Boston.
With Florida still under
British control, Wells’
partisan weekly flaunted
its allegiance with a British
coat of arms across the top
of the page. It also provided
its readers with what it must
have considered necessary
knowledge for daily life. In its
third issue, readers learned
about a new liquor regulation
and the quality of local bread
and “riotous disorders” that
caused “the morals of many
of the people” to be “disturbed” and “corrupted.”
The British-aligned
weekly lasted little more than
a year, closing up shop, not
coincidentally, as Florida
returned to Spanish control.
Florida’s second newspaper didn’t emerge for another 32 years.
Fittingly, it was in Spanish. Fernandina’s
short-lived El Telegrafo de las Floridas,
supported the government of French
pirate Louis-Michel Aury’s “Republic of
Florida” during his two-month takeover of
the island in December 1817.
And so began Florida’s rich newspaper
history.
In the almost 240 years since William
Charles Wells established Florida’s
first newspaper on Cuna Street in St.
Augustine, newspapers have recorded the
most extraordinary events in our state’s
history: the Seminole Wars, secession
and a Civil War, Reconstruction, the

appearance of the first railroad and automobile, the 1920s Land Boom and Bust,
the Great Depression, World War II and VJ
Day, rocket launches, the 2000 election,
9/11, and the Great Recession.
In his book, Territorial Florida
Journalism, historian James Owen
Knauss writes that “at least 45 papers
were published at one time or other in
Florida” before it acquired statehood in
1845. Forty years later, the number had
more than doubled, with the state boasting
94 newspapers that included advertising,
according to the 1885 Ayer American
Newspaper Annual. Most were weeklies,
but six published daily.

For more information about newspapers in Florida, including a list of Newspaper Hall of Fame honorees,
Pulitzer winners, a complete timeline, and other resources, please visit Floridahumanities.org/blog
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Newspapers established during this
time included Florida’s first African
American-owned newspaper, the New Era,
founded in Gainesville in 1873 by Josiah
T. Walls, who served three terms as a
Congressman between 1871 and 1876. Also
among Florida’s late 19th- and early-20th
century African American newspaper
editors and owners were Walls’ friend
and fellow Union soldier Matthew M.
Lewey, who founded the Florida Sentinel,
Gus C. Henderson from the Winter Park
Advocate, and John Willis Menard from
Jacksonville’s Southern Leader. (See related story).

A ritual and a relationship
Newspapers mattered. For generations of Floridians, a morning without the
Winter Haven Daily Chief or the Belle Glade
Sun was empty. Its front-porch delivery
came with a “thwack,” a sound as familiar

as the clinking of
milk bottles or a
percolating coffee
pot. From the Apopka
Chief & Planter and
Apalachicola Times to
the Zephyrhills News
and Zolfo Springs
Truth, political
candidates have
been exposed, public
education has been
defended, and football
coaches have resigned,
because of dedicated
Boys with paper routes is an iconic memory of the ’50s and ’60s. In 1964, these
journalists of the
Tallahassee Democrat paperboys took part in a newspaper-sponsored bike race.
Fourth Estate.
Newspapers have observed the
And they’ve stood sentinel as
mundane: weddings, births, and funerals;
Florida watchdogs, as investigative
junior high proms, football scores. They
reporters uncovered corruption and
have played the role of civic booster, prolaid bare the most powerful officials
moting philanthropic causes and helping
and institutions.
secure new industries.
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FLORIDA NEWSPAPER HISTORY TIMELINE 1783–2021
By David Shedden

O

ur state’s evolving life has
been mirrored in the pages
of our newspapers, even
as the landscape of Florida
journalism grew, flourished, contracted,
changed, and continues to transform.
This excerpt is from a chronology
that is part of the University of South
Florida library’s digital collection. You
can find it here digitalcommons.usf.
edu/fac_publications/3570/ and here
floridahumanities.org/blog.

1783

The Treaty of Paris between Great
Britain and the United States ends the
Revolutionary War. The British return Florida
back to Spain.
February 1 – Florida’s first newspaper, the
loyalist East-Florida Gazette, publishes its

F L O R I D A H U M A N I T I E S . O R G

first issue, in St. Augustine, during final days
of British rule. Founded by William and John
Wells, the newspaper’s last issue is published
on March 22, 1784.

1817 Florida’s second newspaper, the

short-lived Spanish-language El Telegrafo
de las Floridas, is published in Fernandina,
supporting the government of LouisMichel Aury.

1821 Florida military territorial governor

Andrew Jackson formally receives East and West
Florida from the Spanish government on behalf
of the United States.
Richard W. Edes founds the first territorial
newspaper, the Florida Gazette, in
St. Augustine, which shuts down in October
after Edes dies of yellow fever.

Cary Nicholas and George Tunstal found
The Pensacola Floridian and become the first
official printers in the Florida territory.

1822 East and West Florida are unified into
one United States territory.
East Florida Herald, later, Florida Herald,
St. Augustine, is founded.

1824 Tallahassee is selected as the permanent
capital of Florida.
Pensacola Gazette is founded in the former
office of the Floridian.

1825

Ambrose Crane and Adam Gordon
start Tallahassee’s first newspaper,
The Florida Intelligencer, and obtain
government printing contract.
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1827 Edgar Macon starts

Florida Advocate in Tallahassee.

WIKIMEDIA
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The Tampa Tribune,
times in the next 17 years. The
established in 1895 by Wallace
paper moved to Clearwater in
Stovall as a weekly, was the
late 1884 and then in the early
first newspaper to open a
1890s moved to St. Petersburg.
capital bureau to better hold
Under the leadership of editor
state leaders accountable. In
W.L. Straub, the newspaper
1946, when Governor Millard
pleaded for prohibition and
Caldwell and state legislators
the liberation of the Pinellas
resolved to modernize public
peninsula from Hillsborough
education, it hammered the
County.
dreadful conditions in the
Paul Poynter, a veteran
state’s schools. A decade later,
newspaper publisher, purState Senator Harry Stratton
chased the newspaper in 1912,
of Callahan admitted the
shortly after Pinellas County
Tribune “is just about the
was founded. His son Nelson
best newspaper published
became editor in 1939 and
in Florida.” He only found
bought the paper from his
one thing wrong. Stratton
father in 1947.
confessed he wished it were
Nelson Poynter is
published in Russia “where
regarded as one of Florida’s
nobody would read the damn
greatest journalists, a quixotic
thing!”
crusader. Poynter, with foreAt its zenith, The Tampa
sight, was greatly concerned
Nelson Poynter, legendary publisher of the St. Petersburg Times, was long concerned
about the independence of local journalism. In the years before he died, he bequeathed
Tribune, which shuttered in
for the independence of
his Times stock to the journalism institute he created.
2016, boasted a readership
local journalism. In 1975 he
ranging from Tallahassee to
created the non-profit Modern
Emerson’s observation encapsulates
South Florida.
Media Institute, later named the Poynter
the St. Petersburg Times. Like most newsIf, as Ralph Waldo Emerson believed,
Institute. He said that “MMI’s job is simply
papers, the Times’ family tree is twisted
“an institution is the lengthened shadow
to be way, way ahead – to fill gaps in jourand complicated. Debuting in 1884 as
of one man,” newspapers surely represent
nalistic training not being filled by existing
the weekly West Hillsborough Times,
generations of readers and reporters,
institutions...Our society is changing so
the newspaper with a circulation of 480
printers and proofreaders, and delivery
much from year to year that any medium,
was published in the back of a Dunedin
boys and girls.
whether printed or electronic, must keep
pharmacy. It changed ownership many

1831 Benjamin B. Strobel and
L.M. Stone start the Key West
Gazette.

1839

A Florida constitution is
adopted.
The Apalachicola Gazette
becomes first daily Florida
newspaper.

1845

President John Tyler signs
the act granting statehood to Florida.
The Florida Whig is published in Jacksonville.

1854 Whit Smith and the Rev. C.S.

Reynolds found Tampa’s first newspaper,
the Tampa Herald. Sold in November, it is
renamed The Florida Peninsular.
Senator David L. Yulee founds Fernandina
News-Leader.
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1861 The ordinance of

secession is passed and
Florida secedes from the
Union. Confederate forces
attack Fort Sumter and the
Civil War begins.
The Florida Peninsular of
Tampa suspends publication
when publisher William
Spencer enlists in the
Confederate Army. He later
dies of typhoid. His brothers
resume publication in 1866.
The Southern Confederacy in Jacksonville is
established.

1864 Florida Union, later, Florida TimesUnion in Jacksonville, is founded.

1865 After the Civil War ends, a Florida

legislative convention assembles to annul
secession, accept emancipation, and write a new
state constitution.

H U M A N I T I E S

Madison Enterprise-Recorder is founded.

1866

East Marion Banner, later,
Ocala Star-Banner, Ocala is founded.

1873

Josiah T. Walls purchases the
Gainesville New Era, making it Florida’s first
African-American-owned newspaper.
The Reverend Cooley S. Reynolds establishes
the Clearwater Times

1875

Sumter County Advance, later,
Daily Commercial, Leesburg, is established.

1876

The disputed presidential election
between Rutherford B. Hayes and Samuel Tilden
leads to end of Reconstruction era.
The Gainesville Times, later, The Gainesville
Sun, Gainesville is established.
Orange County Reporter, later, Orlando
Sentinel, Orlando is established.

1879

Florida Telegraph, later, Bradford
County Telegraph, is founded in Starke.

FLORIDA ARCHIVES

up with these changing interests of the
people in communicating with each other,
or that medium will die.”
Upon his death in 1978 he bequeathed his Times stock to the Institute
to keep his newspaper locally owned
and independent. Historian Raymond
Arsenault writes that “Over a 40-year
span (1939-1978), Poynter transformed
an unremarkable Florida daily into one
of the most respected, honored, and commercially successful newspapers in the
nation.” From its first Pulitzer Prize in
1964 through 2021, Times journalists have
been awarded 13 Pulitzers.

Florida Pioneers

The Florida Press Association is formed.

1882 West News, African-American

newspaper, later, Florida News, Key West is
established.

1884 Henry B. Plant finishes railroad

extension to Tampa.
Among the newspapers established:
Fort Myers Press, later, News-Press, Fort Myers
/ West Hillsborough Times, later,
St. Petersburg Times / Tampa Bay Times,
Dunedin (later: St. Petersburg)

1885 Florida adopts a new state constitution.
Apalachicola Times is established.
The 1885 Ayer American Newspaper Annual
reports that of Florida’s 94 newspapers
that include advertising, six are dailies;
four, semi-weeklies; 77, weeklies; one,
bi-weekly; and six, monthlies.

1886 The state’s agriculture industry is
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Family portrait: Back row, far right, Frank Stoneman, who would later found and head the Miami Herald, holding
his daughter, Marjory. Marjory Stoneman Douglas would become the Herald’s first woman reporter, a famed
environmentalist, and the champion of the Everglades.

got past the sixth grade. But he was a
smart and savvy printer. “Dad was the
best speller I ever knew,” his son said, an
invaluable skill before spell checker.
After selling the Stuart newspaper,
Stevens migrated to Hollywood and
launched the free Hollywood Tattler and
the Hollywood Sun, eventually combining
them as the Hollywood Sun-Tattler. Stevens
sold the newspaper in 1943 and bought a

damaged by a freeze.
A fire destroys a large
portion of Key West.
Vicente Martínez Ybor
chooses Tampa for a
cigar factory.
Florida Templar,
African-American
temperance
newspaper,
Jacksonville is
founded.

FLORIDA ARCHIVES

The Stevens family typified the mobility of Americans and journalists. Will
Hawley Stevens moved to Florida from a
small town in Illinois, where his family
ran a newspaper. In 1913, he launched the
weekly Stuart Times, which eventually
became the Stuart News. “It didn’t take
much to start a newspaper 50 years ago,”
said Wallace Stevens, his son, in a commemorative issue celebrating the Stuart
News’ golden jubilee. “My father got the
loyalty and support of the people in the
community who realized that the town
needed a paper.” Stevens never graduated
from journalism school; indeed, he never

1887 Yellow fever

spreads throughout
Florida.
Matthew M. Lewey founds the AfricanAmerican Gainesville Sentinel, later, Florida
Sentinel, Pensacola. O.H. Jackson founds
The Tampa Daily News.

1889 Gus C. Henderson founds the

Advocate, African-American newspaper,
Winter Park, and later starts the Florida

dairy. The Stuart News was purchased by
Scripps Howard in 1965 and is today part
of the Treasure Coast Newspapers and is
among 18 state newspapers owned by the
Gannett Company.
In 1903, Frank B. Stoneman moved
the Orlando Daily Herald to Miami,
renaming it the Miami Evening Record. In
1910, after financial setbacks, Stoneman
sold the paper to noted local attorney

Christian Recorder, Orlando.
Eatonville Speaker, AfricanAmerican newspaper and Daily
News, later, Pensacola News Journal
founded.

1893

William Henderson and
Colonel S.A. Jones merge two
newspapers into
The Tampa Daily Times.

1894 Florida Sentinel moves

from Gainesville to Pensacola.
Daily American, African-American
newspaper, Jacksonville, is founded
by James Weldon Johnson; and
Daily Herald, later, The St. Augustine Record,
founded in St. Augustine.

1895 Freeze cripples Florida’s citrus industry.

The daily edition of The Tampa Tribune begins.
Henry Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railway begins
service from Jacksonville to Miami.
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Frank B. Shutts, an associate of railroad
magnate Henry Flagler. Shutts became
publisher of the newspaper, renamed the
Miami Herald, and Stoneman continued
as editor. In 1915, he hired his daughter
Marjory Stoneman Douglas as a reporter.
She fell in love with the Everglades, already threatened by draining and human
avarice, and lived her life as one of its
greatest defenders.
During Florida’s 1920s land boom, the
Herald gained fame for publishing more
advertising space than any other paper in
the country. In 1937, Shutts sold the Miami
Herald to the legendary newspaperman,
John S. Knight.

1898 The explosion of

News, founded.
The Florida Evangelist, African-American
newspaper, Jacksonville, founded.

the USS Maine in Havana
Harbor, Cuba, leads to the
United States’ declaration
of war on Spain.

WIKIMEDIA

1895 Miami Metropolis, later, The Miami

Newspaper rivalries,
showmen, and a
growing state
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The Miami Herald’s Jeanne Bellamy
began her 1952 survey, “Newspapers of
America’s Last Frontier,” with a rousing
story from the 1890s. “Pistol in hand, the
first newspaper editor of Florida’s Gold
Coast leaped toward the office of his rival.
The editor of the second newspaper met
him at the head of the stairs and hit him on
the head with a printer’s mallet.” The Gold
Coast’s oldest paper was The Palm Beach
Sun, begun in 1887. The paper migrated

Petersburg with
its nickname, “the
Sunshine City.”
His most famous
promotion, the
“Sunshine Offer,”
guaranteed a free
newspaper every
day the sun failed to
shine. In 1936, after
almost 500 sunfilled days, the publicity genius John
Lodwick and Brown
packed a room with
18-month-old babies
and published a
group photoMiami Herald publisher Frank Shutts, at center, with two unidentified companions in
1920. Shutts, a businessman and attorney, sold the Herald to John Knight in 1937.
graph captioned,
“Sunshine Babies — never have known a
from Melbourne to Juno then to West
cloudy day.”
Palm Beach.
The legendary Al Neuharth, who took
While most newspaper rivalries didn’t
over Gannett Florida in 1966 and became
end in violence, they were often personal
its driving force, participated in one of
and contentious. The Miami Herald vs. the
newspaper history’s strangest stunts. His
Miami Daily News, the Sun-Sentinel vs. the
Today newspaper, later renamed Florida
Miami Herald, and The Tampa Tribune vs.
Today and whose colorful style inspired
the St. Petersburg Times.
the future USA Today, was located along
Newspapers reflected the personality
the Space Coast in Cocoa. Neuharth knew
and competitiveness of their publishers.
many of the astronauts and was especially
The St. Petersburg Evening Independent
intrigued by the Apollo 14 lunar mission.
may have created the best advertising
He was determined his newspaper would
gimmick. Its owner and publisher,
be on board. The head of NASA and
Kentuckian Lew Brown, provided St.

FLORIDA ARCHIVES

1900

Newspapers use
stories from the
Associated Press Service.

1901 Jacksonville fire destroys more

than 2,000 buildings and leaves some 10,000
people homeless.
Florida Labor Templar, African American
newspaper, Jacksonville, and Gadsden County
Times, Quincy, established.

1903 Florida obtains title to the Everglades

from the United States government.
What is believed to be the first photograph
printed in the St. Petersburg Times appears on
the front page.
The Miami Evening Record, later, The Miami
Herald, Frank B. Stoneman and A.L. LaSalle

24
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establish city’s first
daily newspaper.

1905 The

Buckman Act
consolidates state
subsidized learning
institutions into the
University of Florida,
Gainesville; Florida
State College for Women, Tallahassee, and
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Tallahassee.
Printer John Collins founds the Weekly True
Democrat, later, Tallahassee Democrat.

1906

First issue of the University of
Florida’s student newspaper is published
as The University News, later The Florida
Alligator, then The Independent Florida
Alligator.
Photographs begin appearing in smaller
Florida newspapers.

1907 St. Petersburg Independent, later,

FLORIDA ARCHIVES

The St. Petersburg Evening Independent’s “Sunshine Offer,” guaranteed a free newspaper every day
the sun failed to shine.

Andersen was a showman. He once
purchased gallons of orange perfume from
Woolworth’s and poured the liquid into
the ink spouts of the press.
Over the course of a half century,
Orlando leaped from a city at the crossroads of a rich agricultural region to a
metropolitan center and tourist mecca.
Anderson pushed to make it the state

capital, and when legislators rebuffed his
efforts he took out an advertisement in the
Tallahassee Democrat, hectoring, “Keep
your state capitol . . . We are a friendly
city. We are not scavengers, chiseling the
payrolls of other towns.”
Andersen exemplified the impact of
newspapers in fostering a growth culture
in Florida. James C. Clark, a former

The Miami Morning News-Record becomes
The Miami Herald.
The establishment of the Weekly Herald
and the Everglades Breeze newspaper mark
beginning of the modern South Florida Sun
Sentinel newspaper.

Military training camps are set up in Florida.

Evening Independent, is established.
The Miami Morning News merges with The
Miami Evening Record to create city’s first
morning daily.
Miami Metropolis, later, The Miami News:
Circulation grows when the Metropolis
criticizes the powerful Henry Flagler.
The United Press service, which later became
United Press International, is formed.
Santa Rosa Press Gazette, Milton, is
established.

1912 Henry Flagler

1908

1914

President Theodore Roosevelt
establishes Ocala and Choctawhatchee
National Forests.
The Palm Beach Post, West Palm Beach, is
established as a weekly.

1910

During a violent, nine-month long
cigar factory strike, The Tampa Tribune’s
building is set on fire.
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travels to Key West aboard
the first passenger train,
marking completion of his
East Coast Railroad from
Jacksonville.

WIKIMEDIA

various politicians soundly rejected his
pitch. He urged Buddy Baker, Today’s
community service director, to find a way.
Baker knew the night spots, such as the
Carnival Club, where the astronauts were
regulars. Assisted by legendary drummer,
Buddy Rich, he persuaded mission commander Alan Shepard to include the
microfilm of the “local” paper on the 1971
lunar voyage.
Martin Andersen perfected the role of
newspaper impresario. Only in America
could a near-penniless high school
dropout become a political powerbroker
and crusading editor. When he died in
1986, the Orlando Sentinel eulogized him
as “tough, savvy, blunt, down-to-earth,
controversial, at times strident and hottempered, at times generous and compassionate, he was one of the last two-fisted
publishers of the old roughhouse school of
one-man-newspapering.”
In 1931, Texas publisher Charles E.
March, owner of both the Orlando Sentinel
and the Orlando Evening Star, dispatched
33-year-old Andersen to rescue the
newspapers. With Olympian ambition,
this threadbare Citizen Kane took over
two struggling newspapers with a combined circulation of 10,000. A colleague
explained, “Andersen was at his most
indelible when he sat down in the editor’s
chair and hurled timidity out the window.”

1919 A deadly influenza pandemic continues
to spread across Florida and the world.
William W. Andrews becomes new owner of
the Florida Sentinel, Jacksonville.
The News-Sun,
Sebring, is founded.

1921

The Palm Beach
Post, West Palm Beach, becomes a daily.

Disastrous
hurricane strikes,
during which the
St. Petersburg Times
continues to publish
after losing electricity
by using a motorcycle
engine to power its
linotype machine.
Union County Times,
Lake Butler, is established.

1917

1922 The Tampa Daily Times starts radio

Clearwater Sun is
founded.

1916

The United States declares war on
Germany and enters World War I.

station, WDAE.
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Orlando Sentinel journalist and
today a University of Central
Florida historian, expanded upon
this premise.
“Florida was young and became
home to a number of first-generation publishers — unlike the North,
where newspapers had been owned
by the same families for generations. They could afford to buy what
were then small-town newspapers
and make them grow. . . . Jack
Knight, whose family owned the
Akron Beacon Journal, bought the
Miami Herald in 1937 when Miami
was smaller than Akron. He turned
it into one of the best papers in the
country, creating his own newspaper chain in the process. . . . Julius
Davidson and his son, Herbert M.
Davidson, purchased what is today
the Daytona Beach News-Journal
and ran it for 80 years.”
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The printing press room of the Key West Citizen, circa 1964.

The environmentalists

1923

Six African
Americans are killed
when a mob burns the
town of Rosewood to
the ground.
Miami Times, AfricanAmerican newspaper,
is founded by H.E.S.
Reeves.

WIKIMEDIA

As the state rapidly developed, the environment began to show worrisome signs.
Many of America’s leading environmental
writers hewed their craft in Florida. Some,
like Marjory Stoneman Douglas, whose
1947 Everglades: River of Grass, forever
changed public perceptions about the

Metropolis changes
name to Miami Daily News.
The state’s real estate boom fills Florida
newspapers with advertisements.
East Coast Dispatch, African-American
newspaper, later, Tropical Dispatch, Miami,
and The Lakeland Evening Ledger, later,
The Ledger, founded.

1925

Sarasota Herald, later, Sarasota
Herald-Tribune is founded.
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1927 John Ringling

1932 Franklin Roosevelt is elected

1928

New Deal programs bring millions of
federal dollars to Florida.
Jacksonville Tattler, African-American
newspaper, is founded.

announces Sarasota as Ringling
Bros. and Barnum and Bailey
Circus’ new winter headquarters.

1924 Miami

26

endangered wetlands, never left.
Ernest Lyons was a 25-year-old
reporter when he joined the Stuart
News in 1931, and served as editor from
1945-1975. Lyons was one of the first to
realize that growth threatened Florida’s
extraordinary environment. A new generation has discovered his writings, such
as this excerpt from one of his newspaper columns about the destruction

Florida’s Tamiami
Trail linking Tampa to Miami
officially opens.
Category 4 hurricane hits Palm
Beach County, killing migrant
farm workers when Lake
Okeechobee’s dikes break.
The Jewish Floridian is established in Miami.

1930

The Great Depression panic forces
banks to close.

1931 J. Lawrence Bowden and Lena

Cowan Bowden establish the Orlando Mirror,
later, Florida Sun Review, African-American
newspaper.
Orlando Morning Sentinel purchases Orlando
Reporter Star, later, Orlando Sentinel.
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of the St. Lucie River by man
made canals.
“There was never anything
more beautiful than a natural
South Florida River, like the
North and South Fork of the
St. Lucie and the winding
cypress bordered Loxahatchee.
Their banks of cabbage
palms and live oaks draped
with Spanish moss and
studded with crimson-flowered
air plants and delicate wild
orchids were scenes of tropical
wonder, reflected back from
the mirror-like onyx surface of
the water.”
Few Floridians have
lived a fuller life than J. Earle
Bowden. Born in 1928 in
Altha, near the Chipola River,
Bowden attended Florida
State University, where he
worked on the student newspaper, the
Florida Flambeau. He wrote for Stars
and Stripes while in the U.S. Air Force.
Returning to his beloved West Florida in
1955, he was a sports reporter, and then
editor, at the Pensacola News-Journal,
For decades, he was also the paper’s
cartoonist.
But Bowden is perhaps best known for
his crusade to establish the Gulf Islands

United States’ president.

1934

1935 Labor Day hurricane kills more than 400,

including World War I veterans working on the
Florida Keys overwater highway.
Pensacola Courier, African-American newspaper,
is founded.

1936 Daytona Beach Evening News is founded.
1937 John S. Knight purchases the Miami

Herald; buys and closes Morning Tribune.
The Miami Daily News’ coverage of City Hall
corruption helps lead to a recall election that
replaces three city commissioners.
The Sarasota Herald merges with the Sarasota
Tribune to become the Sarasota Herald-Tribune.
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Reporting tragedy and joy

Barbara Landstreet Frye, known as the “dean of the Tallahassee press corps,” interviews Florida Governor Bob
Graham in the Governor’s Mansion in 1979. Frye became United Press International’s Florida capitol bureau chief in
1944 and held that position until she passed away at 60 in 1982. She reported on politics through 11 governors.

has died. . . . As long as the Gulf
of Mexico caresses the shores of
Pensacola beach, as long as turtles and
sea oats and sand dunes have a white
sand beach to grow upon, Bowden’s
legacy will be secure.”

1939 Marjorie

War II and publishes the Drew Field Echoes
newspaper.

Kinnan Rawlings is
awarded a Pulitzer
Prize for The
Yearling. The Miami
Daily News wins a
Florida newspaper’s
first Pulitzer.
World War II begins
when Germany
invades Poland.

1941

Japanese air and naval forces
launch a surprise attack on the U.S. naval
base at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The U.S.
declares war on Japan and recognizes a
state of war with Germany and Italy.

1942
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National Seashore. The idea to preserve
the beaches and barrier islands from
development was controversial.
When he passed away in 2015, journalist Troy Moon eulogized, “J. Earle
Bowden, one of the great Pensacolians,

World War II helps reinvigorate
Florida’s economy. German U-boats operate
in waters off Florida’s coast. The U.S. Army
Air Force takes over Drew Field during World
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1944

Circuit judges cite the Miami Herald
and associate editor John D. Pennekamp for
contempt after the newspaper publishes two
editorials and a cartoon criticizing the court.

1945

President Roosevelt dies.
Harry S. Truman becomes president.
Allies accept Nazi Germany’s unconditional

Newspapers captured the most pivotal
moments in Florida history: elections,
wars, natural disasters.
The state’s most transforming election
occurred in 1860. The October 20, 1860, St.
Augustine Examiner left little doubt about
what it considered its stakes
“Your country calls upon you to rescue
her from the bloody hands of Northern
fanaticism, from the torch of the incendiary,
and the dagger of the assassin. Go to the
polls and there do whatever freemen may do
to put down Lincoln. The ally and confederate of John Brown.”
When Abraham Lincon was declared
the victor, the Tallahassee Floridian
responded with spartan resolve: “Lincoln
is elected. This is the beginning of the end,
Sectionalism has triumphed. What is to be
done? We say resist.”
The war left Florida desolate and
destitute. The Florida Peninsular, a Tampa
newspaper, documented the consequences. On March 3, 1866, the paper
observed, “No more war claims were to be
paid due to lack of funds. Poor people were
refused help as there was no money.” By
January 23, 1871, conditions had deteriorated: “We now have no Sheriff and are at
the mercy of the lawless, the rowdy, and
the drunkers. Firearms are freely used

surrender. World War II ends when Japan
surrenders to the Allies.
Tampa’s Florida Sentinel Bulletin is started
by C. Blythe Andrews, whose father owned
an earlier version.

1946 Jackie Robinson plays in the first

integrated baseball spring training game,
between the Montreal Royals and the
Brooklyn Dodgers, in Daytona.
The U.S. Supreme Court rules in the
Miami Herald case, Pennekamp v. Florida,
that a newspaper can criticize a court
without fear of being silenced by a judge’s
use of contempt, overturning the Florida
Supreme Court’s 1945 ruling and original
circuit court conviction.

1947

President Truman dedicates the
Everglades National Park.
The University of Florida and Florida State
University become co-educational.
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“THEY BURNED LIKE CIGAR BOXES,”
WROTE A FLORIDA TIMES-UNION
CORRESPONDENT, ON MAY 4, 1901

in the street and the lives of peaceable
citizens are in danger daily.”
The greatest fire in state history occurred in Jacksonville. “They burned like
cigar boxes,” wrote a Florida Times-Union
correspondent, on May 4, 1901, describing
thousands of homes lost in a conflagration
that stretched a half-mile wide and two

miles long. “Thousands of people are
homeless,” the paper reported, “bereft of
all their earthly possessions, except the
clothes on their back.” Heroes emerged.
The newspaper applauded the “cool and
calm” ladies working at the Western Union
office, who refused to evacuate, when the
fire was 40 feet from their building.

When a wall of water obliterated Cedar
Key in 1896, one of the first reporters to
arrive announced, “Cedar Key is a place of
desolation and death.” When Hurricane
Andrew walloped Homestead in 1992, a
Miami Herald journalist likened it to “a
Category 5 chain-saw . . that cut a swatch
of ruin like no storm before it.”
WIKIMEDIA

1948 Congress approves Cape Canaveral as
site for a government missile launching
test center.

1949 African-American Virgil Darnell

Hawkins is denied admission to the University of
Florida law school.
Florida’s first television station, WTVJ, begins
broadcasting in Miami.

1950 The first missile is launched from

Cape Canaveral.
The U.S. Senate Crime Investigating Committee
holds hearings about Florida’s organized crime
operations.
President Truman authorizes the use of U.S.
forces in Korea.
The Orlando Morning Sentinel reports on the
Groveland rape trial involving Lake County
Sheriff Willis V. McCall and a group of
young African-American men known as the
“Groveland Four.”
Chiefland Citizen is founded.
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1951 Harry T. Moore, a statewide

contributes to Johns’
election loss.
The St. Petersburg Times
becomes one of the South’s first
major newspapers to come out
against segregation.

organizer for the NAACP, and his wife,
Harriette, are killed when their Mims
house is bombed.

1953

State Senate President Charley Johns
becomes 32nd governor of Florida
following death of Governor
Dan McCarty.
The Spanish daily, La Gaceta,
Tampa / Ybor City, becomes a weekly.

1955 LeRoy Collins is inaugurated

as Florida’s 33rd governor.
Jonas Salk’s new polio vaccine is
distributed to Florida schools.
Harry T. Moore
Highway and turnpike system is
approved by the Florida legislature.
In “Brown v. Board of Education,” the
The Florida Supreme Court rules that the University
U.S. Supreme Court declares unconstitutional
of Florida cannot deny admission to a person based
state laws establishing “separate but equal”
solely on race.
schools for African-American and white students.
In a debate between Democratic gubernatorial
The Tallahassee bus boycott begins.
runoff candidates Leroy Collins and Charley
Hillsborough County is announced as the site of the
Johns, Collins exhibits an early edition of the
University of South Florida.
next day’s Miami Herald, with an ad in which
A seven-member Florida legislative investigation
Johns claims victory for the debate, which has
committee (later known as the Johns Committee)
not yet taken place. The embarrassing episode is formed.

1954
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1956

World War II was one of journalism’s finest hours. Newspapers helped
the public understand the faraway war,
printing maps of combat zones, saluting
local heroes, and lamenting the deaths of
our “boys.”
Papers introduced readers to the
horror of war. On April 10, 1945, a letter
appeared in the Fort Meade Leader: “I’ve
seen the most terrible thing imaginable.
. . . Buchenwald Concentration Camp No.
12, as the Nazis called it . . . Anything you
read about the horrors perpetrated by
these fiends is true — and double — I have
seen the horrors myself.”
Jack Bell was known to several generations of Miami Herald readers by his
column’s colorful name: “Town Crier.” A
colleague wrote in his 1967 obituary that
Bell was the “defender of the little guy,
benefactor of the sick child, a soft touch
for the down-and-outer. He was a critic
of the powers that be and an advocate
for those without counsel; he defended
the weak and the poor from abuses by
authority.”
Born in 1895 on a farm in Illinois, he
enrolled in college where his pitching
prowess attracted scouts. But World
War I interrupted his major-league
dreams. He operated a machine gun

FLORIDA ARCHIVES IMAGE

The war over there

Newspapers bring the war home: In Tallahassee, a Florida State College for Women student reads
about the attack on Pearl Harbor.

with the 363rd Infantry, receiving the
Distinguished Service Cross.
During WWII, Bell was Florida’s
answer to famed war correspondent Ernie
Pyle, writing about GIs in the foxholes.
After interviewing captured German
General Von Rundstedt, the Miami Herald
announced on June 5, 1945, that Jack Bell,
the Town Crier, would cover the IndiaBurma campaign for the Knight chain.
Newspapers covered the war’s ending,

recording the happiest day in Florida
history. “Many motorists started their
car horns tooting,” reported the Tarpon
Springs Leader, “and many others add still
more clamor and din to the occasion, tying
tubs, cans, and boilers to the back of their
automobiles.” The Tampa Tribune recalled
gingerly, “Young and old joined the kissing
contests. Acquaintance was not necessary,
although some girls insisted on kissing
only sailors.”

continued on page 32

1958 The first U.S. satellite, Explorer I, is

launched from Cape Canaveral.
The Tallahassee bus boycott ends.
Federal district judge orders desegregation of the
University of Florida’s graduate schools.

1959 Thousands of Cubans migrate to

South Florida after Cuban President Batista
flees the country and leaves Cuba in the hands
of Fidel Castro.

1960

Tallahassee college students start lunchcounter sit-ins at department stores, beginning
months of civil rights demonstrations there.
Florida Governor LeRoy Collins delivers
a statewide broadcast address declaring
segregation morally wrong.
Hurricane Donna sweeps across South Florida.

1961 CIA-sponsored invasion by Cuban exiles
to overthrow Fidel Castro begins at the Bay of
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Pigs on Cuba’s south coast. Overpowered by the
Cuban army, it ends within days.
The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
begins the Freedom Rides campaign to protest
segregation on interstate buses and terminals.

1962 President John

FLORIDA ARCHIVES

Richmond Newspapers Inc. gains controlling
interest in The Tampa Tribune Company.

Kennedy announces
the discovery of Soviet
nuclear missiles in Cuba.
After a tense 13-day
standoff, known as the
“Cuban Missile Crisis,”
Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev agrees to
remove the missiles.
The Pepper family sells
The Gainesville Sun to
the Cowles company.
St. Petersburg Times
purchases Evening Independent from the
Thomson Newspaper company.

1963

President John Kennedy is assassinated
in Dallas, Texas.

1964 The Southern Christian Leadership

Conference and Martin Luther King Jr. lend support
to demonstrating
St. Augustine civil
rights activists.
The U.S. Congress
passes the Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution,
giving President Johnson
power to use any action
necessary to repel armed
attacks on U.S. forces
in Vietnam.

1965 It is announced

that Walt Disney World
will be built in Florida.
President Lyndon Johnson signs the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 into law.
Griscom family sells the Tallahassee Democrat to
Knight Newspapers.
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Museum on Main Street Exhibition, Sulphur Springs.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS ZUPPA PICTURES

Let the Stories Continue...
At the heart of Florida Humanities’ mission is telling the stories
of communities from the Keys to the Panhandle – including your
own – that together form a vivid and a diverse portrait of our state.
These narratives have inspired Floridians for generations, and
today, you have the opportunity to make sure they live on. It starts
with your legacy gift.

Supporting us is easy and can provide true tax advantages:
1) Make a tax-deductible gift to us this year.
2) If you have an IRA, you can donate your required
minimum distribution (RMD).
3) Provide for us in your Will or Trust—a simple paragraph
added to your Will or Trust is all it takes.

For more information on legacy giving and annual or sustaining donations, please visit floridahumanities.org/support

“

BOOKS
FOR

Shimmering and sharp,
lush with laughter and lament,
this multifaceted Latinx
love letter to Florida reveals
worlds within worlds.

Fall

Stories from award-winning
journalist Craig Pittman
Hardcover $26.95

—Joy Castro, author of Island of Bones: Essays

A literary collection from contemporary Latinx
writers who have called Florida home
Hardcover $26.95

A hub of radical counterculture
in Pensacola
Paper $19.95

Rare views of the beginnings of NASA’s
Space Shuttle program
Hardcover $45.00
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Secrets of an iconic Florida
artifact
Hardcover $26.95

The environmental history
of the Indian River Lagoon
Paper $22.95

The story of healthcare
workers in Jim Crow Florida
Paper $24.95

A journey into the diversity and
complexity of Florida today
Hardcover $24.95

The forgotten LGBTQ+
history of North Florida
Paper $24.95

@floridapress
upress.ufl
.edu • 800.226.3822
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UNDER THE GAZE OF THE SUN
An ugly mirror and a
cause for hope

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ORANGE COUNTY HISTORY CENTER

But it wasn’t only war and natural disasters that cast a pall over sunny Florida.
The state’s newspapers mirrored Southern
attitudes toward race and custom.
Newspapers reported in graphic detail the
ritual and horror of lynchings. In a 1909
editorial, the Tampa Morning Tribune candidly defended the shameful state of race
relations and decades of segregation.

“As at presently situated, the negro is
a political asset of the South. He is practically disfranchised. He is permitted to use
the ballot very infrequently and, even then,
his vote is perfunctory, ineffectual exercise
of an empty right. In Florida, the negro
has no voice whatsoever in the selection of
U.S. Senators, representatives in Congress,
Governors, statehouse officers, members of
the Legislature, county officers.”
But over time, newspapers, which
so often reflect the worst of human

Mabel Norris Reese, owner and editor of the Mount Dora Topic newspaper, was a civil rights activist as well as
a journalist. Her editorial questioning the local sheriff’s shooting of two of the “Groveland Boys,” four young
Black men wrongly convicted of raping a white woman in 1949, led to threats and violence against her and her
family. She died in 1995.

1965

The Orlando Sentinel and the
Orlando Evening Star to be sold to the
Tribune Company.

1966 Surveyor 1, an

WIKIMEDIA

unmanned spacecraft
launched from Cape
Kennedy, makes the first
U.S. soft landing on the
moon.
Florida Today, Melbourne,
is established.

Presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy is
shot in Los Angeles after winning the California
presidential primary and dies the following day.
The Miami Herald publishes “Computer
Reveals Patterns of Dade Crime,”
one of the first examples of
computer-assisted journalism.

1969

Apollo 11 lands on the lunar
surface on July 20.
Cox Enterprises purchases the Palm
Beach Post, and other newspapers,
from Perry Publications.
Knight Newspapers becomes a
publicly traded company.

1967

Three astronauts
are killed when a fire
consumes the Apollo 1
capsule during a rehearsal
countdown at
Cape Kennedy.

1968

1970 A Greek oil tanker leaks

First new state constitution since 1885
is ratified.
Civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is
assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee.
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some 10,000 gallons of oil near Tampa Bay.
Hurricane Celia strikes Florida with winds up to
146 miles per hour.

1971 Walt Disney World opens

President Nixon signs executive order halting

H U M A N I T I E S

prejudices, sometimes provided the best
hope for justice, thanks to the work of the
state’s investigative reporters.
In 1949, four Black teenagers were
arrested, accused of raping a 17-yearold white woman in Groveland, in Lake
County. Sheriff Willis McCall was a diehard segregationist and sadist. McCall
shot two of the men when they were in
custody and handcuffed together. One
of the wounded young men was shot
400 times.
Thanks to the persistent work at the
time of Mabel Norris Reese, owner, editor,
and reporter for the Mount Dora Topic,
history has redeemed the Groveland Four
and exposed Sheriff McCall. “One of the
bravest women in Florida history,” says
Gary McKechnie, who is heading a drive to
erect a statue of the celebrated journalist.
In 2012, Gilbert King, a former journalist, received the Pulitzer Prize for his
magisterial book on the subject, Devil in
the Grove. In 2019, the Orlando Sentinel
apologized in an editorial for its late 1940s
and 1950s Groveland coverage. “We’re
sorry for the Orlando Sentinel’s role in this
injustice. We’re sorry that the newspaper
at the time did between little and nothing
to seek the truth. We’re sorry that our coverage of the event and its aftermath lent
credibility to the cover-up and the official,
racist narrative.”

construction of the Cross Florida Barge Canal.
The New York Times Company purchases
the Ocala Star-Banner, The Gainesville Sun
and The Ledger in Lakeland.

1972

Vietnam War
protests are
held around
the state.
Miami Beach
hosts the
Democratic
Convention.

1973

The U.S. agrees to a cease-fire and
the end of the Vietnam War.
International oil crisis triggers U.S.
economic downturn.
University of Florida’s student newspaper
gains independence and is renamed
The Independent Florida Alligator.

WIKIMEDIA
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Then in 1963, a murder
he had written it for an audience
occurred in Port St. Joe, a
of one: Governor Askew. Miller
paper mill company town
won the Pulitzer Prize for his
in Gulf County. Two white
crusade for justice. In 1998,
gas station attendants
nearly a quarter century after
had refused service to two
the innocent men’s release, the
young Black men, Freddie
Florida Legislature awarded
Pitts and Wilbert Lee. An
Pitts and Lee $500,000 each.
argument ensued. Days
later, police discovered the
bodies of the two white
men. Police beat the Black
suspects and coerced a
Gene Miller, center, with Freddie Pitts, left and Wilbert Lee, right, who were death-row
Fueled by the talents of
confession. An all-white
inmates when Miller, a reporter with the Miami Herald, wrote story after story that eventually
some of the most acclaimed
jury sentenced them to
helped free them in 1975. Miller won his second Pulitzer Prize in 1976. When Miller died in
reporters, photographers and
death on the very day of
2005, Lee told the Herald: “I think about all those nights and weekends, over all those years,
Gene spent working on my case when he could have been home with his wife and children.
editors in the nation, Florida
Martin Luther King’s “I
He was a very great person. He believed in justice and he was a fighter for justice.”
newspapers experienced a
Have a Dream” speech.
golden age in the years between the
Three years later, Curtis Adams, Jr.,
1940s to the early 21st century. Herald
not budge. They remained in prison.
convicted of killing a gas station attendant
journalists, columnist and best selling
But in 1974, Arthur Kennedy, a
in Fort Lauderdale in 1963, confessed to
author Carl Hiaasen, Edna Buchanan,
Southern-born, Yale-educated lawyer,
the Port St.Joe murders. Yet prosecutors
and Gene Miller were among those who
obtained a copy of Gene Miller’s soon-torefused to reopen the Pitts and Lee case.
won Pulitzer Prizes for their achievebe-released book about the Pitts-Lee inAnd so the situation may have
ments. They also brought a literary style
justice: Invitation to a Lynching. Kennedy
remained if not for a dogged Miami
to their work that drew upon the suchappened to be Governor Reubin Askew’s
Herald reporter named Gene Miller.
cesses of “New Journalists,” such as Gay
legal adviser. The governor read the book
Miller began investigating the tangled
Talese, Tom Wolfe and Hunter
and ordered an investigation. In 1975,
proceedings and his unwavering atS. Thompson.
Askew pardoned the two innocent men.
tention to the case — he wrote 120
A newspaper-rich state with circuThey had spent nine years on Death Row.
articles – persuaded two ACLU attorneys
lation buoyed by transplants, six papers
The State of Florida awarded Pitts and Lee
to represent Pitts and Lee. Meanwhile, a
vied for national recognition, with scores
an executive pardon and $100. Miller’s
woman retracted her story that the men
of Pulitzers among them: the Miami
book sold few copies, but he admitted that
committed the crime. Still, justice would

A golden, if
transitory, age

of the United States.
Tampa is awarded a National Football League
franchise.
In Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo,
the U.S. Supreme Court overturns Florida
Supreme Court’s ruling that newspapers
must print a political candidate’s reply to a
paper’s criticism.
Knight Newspapers and Ridder
Publications merge.

1975

Eglin Air Force Base is named as one
of three United States processing centers for
Vietnamese refugees.
NASA announces that the end of the Apollo
space program will result in the layoff of 1,500
employees at the Kennedy Space Center.
Nelson Poynter, chairman of the St. Petersburg
Times and the Times Publishing Company,
starts the Modern Media Institute. He dies in
1978, leaving the school controlling stock in
the Times Publishing company. In 1984, the
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MMI becomes The Poynter Institute.
Newsrooms begin replacing typewriters with
computer front-end systems that include
video display terminals (VDTs) and cathode
ray tubes (CRTs). Among the first: Cocoa
Today, the Daytona Beach Journal, and the
St. Petersburg Times.

1976 The United States

SUN SENTINEL

1974 Richard Nixon resigns as President

celebrates the 200th
anniversary of the adoption
of the Declaration of
Independence.
A three-year legal battle
ends for the St. Petersburg
Times with new rights for
reporters when the Florida
Supreme Court’s ruling,
Morgan v. State, overturns
Lucy Morgan’s conviction
for refusing to reveal a
confidential source.
The Gainesville Sun
celebrates its 100th anniversary.

El Herald, later, El Nuevo Herald, Miami;
Hialeah News, Hialeah; La Nacion, Miami,
are established.
Dr. Calvin Collins is one of the four founders
of The Orlando Times, an African-American
newspaper.

1977

Temperatures
plummet and snow falls
in Florida.
The Ronny Zamora murder
trial, in a first, allows
cameras in the courtroom.

1978

Ted Bundy
murders two female
students at Florida State
University.

1979

Florida murderer
John Spenkelink is the first
American inmate executed
since Gary Gilmore in 1977.
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Herald, The Tampa
After two years as
Tribune, St. Petersburg
a general assignment
Times, Orlando Sentinel,
reporter in Ocala, she
South Florida Sunjoined the St. Petersburg
Sentinel and Palm Beach
Times in 1968, working
Post.
a beat she described as
Another Pulitzer
“roam around Florida
winner is Lucy Morgan,
and cause trouble.” In
who lived the credo of
1973, she was convicted
Mr. Dooley, the charof contempt for refusing
acter created by early
to disclose a confidential
20th-century Chicago
source and sentenced to
journalist Peter Finley
jail. In 1976, a three-year
Dunne, who explained
legal battle ended with
that a great newspaper
new rights for reporters
“comforts th’ afflicted and
when the Florida
In 1968, Lucy Morgan described her
afflicts th’ comfortable.”
Supreme Court’s ruling,
new beat at the St. Petersburg Times as
Morgan speaks with
Morgan v. State, over“roam around Florida and cause trouble.”
a Southern lilt, and has
turned her earlier conwritten with full-throated clarity and
viction. She and Jack Reed shared a 1985
purpose during a 50-year-journalism
Pulitzer Prize for rooting out corruption in
career. Politicians and sheriffs quickly
the Pasco County’s Sheriff Office.
learned not to patronize Lucy Morgan.
Morgan took on a North Florida sheriff
Her path to the Florida Newspaper Hall of
who was demanding sex from female
Fame began awkwardly in 1965. “A woman inmates. She interviewed the inmates and
knocked on my door and asked if I would
reported their stories. Justice triumphed.
write for the Ocala Star-Banner. I was a
Soon after, when Morgan walked into
stay-at-home mom with three little kids. I
her office, “there were a dozen roses on
had never written anything before. . . . The
my desk. The card read, ‘from the women
woman said the local librarian told her that you believed.’ ” Morgan became the St.
I read more books than anyone else in town Petersburg Times’ Tallahassee bureau
and she thought, if I could read, I could
chief in 1985, retiring in 2013.
write. They paid me 20 cents an inch.”
Florida’s greatest afternoon

1980 Thousands of boats bring

120,000 Cuban refugees to Florida in the
“Mariel Boatlift.”
The Sunshine Skyway
WIKIMEDIA
Bridge is rammed by a
freighter and more than
30 people die when a
1,200-foot section of
the bridge falls.
Fourteen people die
after violence breaks
out in Miami following
the acquittal of four
policemen in the death
of an African-American
insurance executive.
The Columbus Dispatch, the first newspaper
to go online in the U.S., was part of a
CompuServe and Associated Press
experiment on the potential of online papers.
As the Compuserve project faded away, a
new electronic newspaper began. The Fort
Worth Star-Telegram launched its “StarText”
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computer BBS (Bulletin Board System) on
May 3, 1982.

1981 The 52 American hostages in Iran

are released.
There is an assassination
attempt against
President Ronald Reagan.
The first Space Shuttle
is launched from Cape
Kennedy.

1982 Seventy-eight

people are killed when
Air Florida flight 90
crashes into the Potomac River after take-off
from Washington D.C.’s National Airport.
The Equal Rights Amendment is rejected by the
Florida Senate.
The New York Times Company purchases the
Sarasota Herald-Tribune.
The Sarasota Journal prints its final issue.
The Tampa Times prints its final issue.
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newspaper was the Miami News, which
began life as the weekly Miami Metropolis
in 1896, and became a daily in 1903. In
1923, former Ohio governor James M. Cox
purchased the newspaper, renaming it the
Miami Daily News-Metropolis.
In 1925, at the heart of the great land
boom, the paper became the Miami Daily
News, and Cox erected a headquarters,
the Miami News Tower, which stood as a
monument to the hallowed newspaper. The
structure became the famous Freedom
Tower in the 1960s, a symbol of liberty and
processing center for Cuban émigrés.
The Miami News and its journalists
received five Pulitzer prizes, including the
first ever won by a Florida newspaper – in
1939, for its campaign to recall the Miami
City Commission – and for Hal Hendrix’s
investigations uncovering Soviet missile
bases in Cuba. Other News luminaries
included Tom Archdeacon, John Keasler,
Lou Salome, Bill Baggs, Jane Wood Reno,
Howard Kleinberg, and cartoonists Don
Wright and Ann Mergen.
But clouds were forming in the Miami
skies over the News. “Unforeseen by those
who celebrated Miami’s 50th birthday in
1946 were social forces at play that would
eventually kill the Miami Daily News,”
wrote former Miami Herald executive
editor Tom Fiedler in 1996. Fiedler
noted that in 1946, new municipalities

1983

Thirty percent of Florida’s citrus crop is
destroyed by a freeze.
The Knight-Ridder company begins Viewtron
videotex online system in Miami with
approximately 2,500 subscribers. AT&T develops
a special Viewtron console unit for homes.

1984 The Knight-Ridder Vu/Text database
service begins with full-text editions of the
Miami Herald.

1985 Hurricane Elena forces thousands of
Floridians to evacuate.
Rosemary Barkett becomes the first woman
Florida Supreme Court justice.
The Jefferson Pilot Corporation sells the
Clearwater Sun to the Hearst Corporation.

1986

On January 28, 1986, the space shuttle
Challenger explodes a minute after its launch is
broadcast live, killing all seven astronauts aboard,
including teacher Christa McAuliffe.

TAMPA BAY TIMES

— Bal Harbor, Surfside, Bay Harbor, and
others – sprang to life. Americans and
Floridians could now live in the suburbs
and work in the cities.
But at a cost. “For evening newspapers
like the Miami News,” wrote Fiedler, now
dean of the College of Communications
at Boston University, “it would eventually
mean death. The time subscribers devoted
to reading before dinner was eaten up by
the commute.” The Miami News published
its final edition on December 31, 1988.

9/11 and a shifting
landscape
Beginning in the 1990s, analysts
noted troubling trends in the newspaper
industry. Only the St. Petersburg Times,
among the large dailies, was locally owned.
T.D. Goldman wrote in the Columbia
Journalism Review in 2015, “But the Times
is a singular journalistic institution — a
paper that has long stood out for its
culture, its independence, and a sense of
its own history.” Most of the state’s newspapers were controlled by large chains.
Still, the newspaper business was
profitable because Floridians depended on
newspapers to find a house or bargain and
read about weddings and sports. Thursday
newspapers bulged with grocery and

The St. Petersburg Evening Independent prints
final issue.

department store advertisements.
But new technologies were starting to
erode newspapers’ ability to bring breaking
news and earn revenues. Newspapers did
what they could to compete.
Most Americans first heard about
Pearl Harbor over the radio and President
Kennedy’s assassination on television. On

1990

1988

1991 A coalition of

1987

The Miami News prints its final issue.
The Jacksonville Journal prints its final issue.

1989

The U.S. Supreme Court rules in B.J.F.
v. Florida Star that only in rare instances can
sanctions be applied to the press for publishing
truthful information obtained legally about
matters of public interest.
Todd C. Smith, a reporter for the Tampa
Tribune, is killed in Peru while researching a
story about drug trafficking.
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Allied forces led by the
United States drives
Iraq out of Kuwait.
Miami is awarded
a National League
baseball franchise.

1992 Hurricane

Andrew rips through
South Florida.

WIKIMEDIA

Miami and Orlando are awarded
National Basketball Association franchises.
The state lottery begins.
The Evening Times in West Palm Beach,
ceases publication.
Miami New Times, Folio Weekly, Jacksonville,
established.

Three University of Florida and two
Santa Fe Community College students are
murdered in their Gainesville apartments by
Danny Rolling.
After serving as a test site for the Associated
Press, the St. Petersburg Times, continues
to incorporate digital photojournalism
technology into its newsroom operation.
The Clearwater Sun
prints its final issue.

both occasions, newspapers rallied with
“Extra” editions. The 9/11 tragedy played
out on live television, but newspapers published special editions. The Tallahassee
Democrat, for example, rushed to press
15,000 special-edition issues. In Naples
and Fort Myers, newsstands reported
they could not keep up with the demand
for newspapers, as collectors and readers
emptied shelves. In the midst of the
tragedy, newspapers were experiencing an
Indian summer – a fleeting moment when
most readers preferred the paper copy to
online versions.
Yet, sadly, 9/11 was precisely the
type of story that revealed the coming
obsolescence of printed news. Hereafter,
readers and viewers, accustomed to 20
years of 24/7 cable news, would expect
to know what happened five minutes ago,
not last night.
According to the University of North
Carolina “Expanding News Desert” report
by Penelope Muse Abernathy, Florida
daily newspaper circulation declined by
nearly 50 percent between 2004 and 2019,
dropping from 2.9 million to 1.5 million as
the number of daily newspapers shrunk
from 43 to 36. The number of weekly
newspapers dropped 34% in the same time
period, from 205 weeklies to only 128.
Although specific Florida numbers
are not readily available, in 2020 the

1993

A new state constitutional amendment
opens old legislative records that were
previously sealed.
Jacksonville is awarded a National Football
League franchise.
Florida newspapers begin experimenting
with online BBS or dial-up services, such as
Prodigy, CompuServe, and America Online.
Florida Today begins posting
some content on the CompuServe
online computer dial-up service,
becoming one of Florida’s first
online newspapers.

1994 The Florida legislature passes
a bill compensating 56 survivors and
descendants of the 1923 Rosewood
massacre.
The Florida Supreme Court rules
unconstitutional the state law making
it a crime to publish or broadcast the
identity of a rape victim.
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estate and classified
advertisements in
newspapers shrank
precipitously.
Investors and
chains gobbled up
Florida papers. In
2012, the New York
Times Company
sold the Sarasota
Herald-Journal,
the Gainesville Sun,
the Ocala StarBanner, the Ledger
in Lakeland, and a
dozen other papers to
Halifax Media Group,
founded in 2010
with the purchase of
the Daytona Beach
News-Journal, one
of the last familyowned newspapers
in the state. The New
For 40 years, the Miami Herald’s Miami Modern-style headquarters was a notable city landmark overlooking Biscayne Bay. Designed by Sigurd
Media Investment
Nass, construction began in 1960 and was completed in 1963. After selling the building to a developer, the Herald moved its operations out of
Group, which owned
the building in 2013. It was demolished the following year.
Gatehouse Media
Pew Research Center released a report
was slipping, young people were largely
Inc., acquired Halifax in 2016 for $280
that said that U.S. newspapers across the
indifferent to printed newspapers, and
million. In 2019, Gatehouse Media merged
country have shed half of their newsroom
grocery stores and shopping malls no
with Gannett, becoming the largest U.S.
employees since 2008.
longer advertised in newspapers – indeed,
newspaper chain, owning 18 Florida
Other troubling signs by the first
the shopping mall was also falling victim
papers, operating under the better- known
decade of the 21st century: Circulation
to online shopping. Automobile, real
Gannett name.

1994

The Tampa Tribune launches Tampa
Bay Online, the second newspaper to team
up with the Prodigy online service to start an
electronic version of its newspaper.

1995 The state files suit against the

tobacco industry.
Florida celebrates 150 years of statehood.
Major league baseball owners award new
franchise (Tampa Bay Devil Rays) to
St. Petersburg / Tampa Bay.
The Gainesville Sun and the University of
Florida journalism department begin the Sun.
One online BBS service.
An online version of the Orlando Sentinel
begins on America Online.
St. Petersburg Times launches its first online
Web project, a tour of the “Treasures of
Czars” museum exhibit.
The Sarasota Herald-Tribune launches a 24hour cable television news operation called
“Sarasota News Now.” (SNN is later renamed
“Six News Now.”)
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1996 ValuJet 592 crashes into the Everglades

killing all 110 on board.
Republicans win control of the Florida House of
Representatives for the
first time in 120 years.
Florida Times-Union
launches its first
Internet service.

Communications create a local 24-hour cable
news operation.
The Sarasota Herald-Tribune and its television
operation, SNN, launch newscoast.com.

1998

WIKIMEDIA

STATE ARCHIVES OF FLORIDA

UNDER THE GAZE OF THE SUN

Wildfires in northern and
central Florida burn 500,000 acres.
Astronaut John Glenn returns to space
at age 77.
Governor Lawton Chiles dies;
Lieutenant Governor Buddy MacKay
finishes out Chiles’ term.
The Miami Herald’sTropic Sunday
magazine, which began in 1967,
ceases publication. The newspaper
spins off El Nuevo Herald, its
Spanish-language section, as a
stand-alone daily.
The Ledger, Lakeland, launches
website.

1997

The state’s
tobacco lawsuit ends
with an $11 billion
settlement.
The Florida Supreme
Court rules the use of
the state’s electric chair
is legal.
Hernando Today,
Brooksville, begins
offering Internet access
to Hernando County
residents.
The Orlando Sentinel and Time Warner

H U M A N I T I E S

1999

Hurricane Floyd forces statewide
evacuations.

Floridians worry about potential Y2K
computer problems.
The Miami Herald, like many newspapers,
announces its printing plant is converting to a
50-inch web width to save on newsprint.
The Orlando Sentinel and Puerto Rico’s
El Nuevo Dia newspaper announce a newssharing agreement.
The Ledger celebrates its 75th anniversary.
Florida newspapers report celebrations
marking end of 20th century and beginning of
the new millennium.

2000 January 1 – The first day of the

21st century.
Armed federal agents seize 6-year-old Elian
Gonzalez from his relatives’ Miami home. AP
photographer Al Diaz captures an image seen
around the world. Gonzalez is returned to his
father and eventually back to Cuba.
The Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel adds “South
Florida” to its nameplate.
The Thomson Corporation sells the Key West
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Citizen and the Jackson County
Floridan.
The New York Times Company
sells the Fernandina News-Leader,
Palatka Daily News, the Lake City
Reporter, the Marco Island Eagle,
and the News-Sun in Sebring.
The Sarasota Herald-Tribune
celebrates its 75th anniversary.
Newspapers struggle under
presidential election night
deadlines to find accurate front
page headlines. Among the banner
headlines: “Photo Finish,” “Florida
Finish,” “Oh, So Close,” “Bush Wins,” “Is It
Bush?” “Recount.” The 2000 presidential
election between Al Gore and George W.
Bush ends with a controversial Florida vote
recount. The winner is not officially decided
until December.

2001

On the morning of September 11,
moments after planes hit Manhattan’s World
Trade Center towers, journalists post stories on

Gary Mormino is the
Frank E. Duckwall
professor of history
emeritus at University
of South Florida St.
Petersburg, where he is
also scholar in
residence at Florida
Humanities. As a
boy, Gary delivered
newspapers for the Wood River Journal,
the Alton Evening Telegraph, and St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.

David Shedden is the
special collections
librarian at the
University of South
Florida St. Petersburg
campus library. He also
served as the archivist
and research librarian
at the Poynter Institute
for 28 years. Florida
newspaper reporters were still using typewriters
when he started working there.
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MIAMI HERALD

presses running
In 2020, the Chatham
even after a hit
Asset management
from the strongest
hedge fund acquired the
of hurricanes, and,
McClatchey company,
not incidentally, to
owner of the Miami
remind everyone in
Herald and the Bradenton
the vicinity — and
Herald, among many
who could miss
other papers. And in
its commanding
2021, the shareholders of
presence and the purthe Tribune Publishing
plish nighttime glow
Company, owner of the
of its massive neon
Orlando Sentinel and the
letters suspended
South Florida Sun-Sentinel,
over Biscayne Bay? —
approved the company sale
of the power of those
to the Alden Global Capital
In 2020, Monica Richardson was named
presses in the affairs
hedge fund.
executive editor of the Miami Herald, el
of the city.”
Across Florida,
Nuevo Herald and the Bradenton Herald. She
is the Miami Herald’s first Black top editor in
Just think of
newspapers began selling
its 118-year history. Prior to her appointment, all the journalism
their landmark buildings,
Richardson was the senior managing editor of
history that took
taking advantage of rockthe Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
place in that building.
eting real estate prices to
Under the leadership of publisher David
help keep their businesses afloat. The fate
Lawrence, for example, the Miami Herald
of the building at One Herald Plaza symbolizes the changing newspaper landscape. received five Pulitzer Prizes.
But journalism, all would agree, is
A Malaysian gaming company purchased
not reflected in a building or even in the
the 12-acre headquarters of the Miami
reassuring and familiar feel of a printed
Herald for $236 million. Built in 1963, the
page. The golden age of Florida newspaper
building, wrote journalist Andres Viglucci
history may be over, but journalists across
in 2015, “was the grand dame on Miami’s
the state are still finding a way to continue
bayfront, when they started taking her
to tell the stories that become the first
down, chunk by chunk.”
draft of Florida history, no matter how
She added, “But then she was built
those stories are delivered.
to be nearly indestructible, to keep the

newspaper websites about a terrorist attack
against the United States. Within hours,
newspapers print special editions. Many viewers
saw the attack on television.
In many ways, September 11th is the beginning
of a new era for Florida newspapers in the online
21st century.

Timeline continues on page 40
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Since 1873, Florida’s Black
newspapers have advocated,
informed, and reflected lives
often ignored
By Kenya Woodard

Photograph published between 1860-1875, Brady-Handy Photograph Collection, Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division.

THE POWER OF BEING SEEN

“… no more striking demonstration of the peaceable and law
abiding character of [Gainesville]… can be given… than the
publication of a paper… by one of the newly enfranchised.”

Josiah Walls, born enslaved in 1842, was a man of
firsts – among them, owner/publisher of Florida’s first
Black newspaper and the first Black man to serve his
state in the U.S. Congress. Yet when he died in 1905 in
Tallahassee, no state newspaper carried his obituary.

t was with those words, published in
September 1873, that Josiah T. Walls,
born into slavery, yet again made
history – as the publisher of Florida’s
first African-American newspaper.
Just a few years earlier, Walls – a Union
Army veteran – was elected Florida’s first
Black congressman. After establishing a
successful farm in Alachua County and
being admitted to the Florida bar, he
purchased the Gainesville newspaper,
The New Era, from fellow Union soldier,
General William Birney.

survived war and he comes back to build his
community during Reconstruction,” she
says. “You can’t build without a voice. He
was very brave to do that.”
Walls’ feat would pave the way for
dozens of Florida Black newspapers to be
both community informer and advocate.
In the years since, the state’s Black
newspapers have helped uncover injustice,
elect candidates to office, and document the
Black perspective on historic events.
In the years leading up to the Civil War,
the pages of establishment newspapers

I

At a time when the majority of Florida’s
formerly enslaved population was coping
with unemployment, substandard housing
and education, Walls’ venture into journalism “was enormously tremendous,” says
Yanela McLeod, author of The Miami Times
and the Fight for Equality.
By 1873, more than 100 Black newspapers
had been established nationwide, starting in
1827 with New York City’s Freedom’s Journal.
None were in Florida until Walls bought
The New Era, McLeod says.
“This was a man who had seen and

For more resources on the history of the Black press in Florida, visit Floridahumanities.org/blog.
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Publisher G.C. Henderson was influential
in the life of Winter Park.

Florida Sentinel editor M.M. Lewey, his wife, Bessie
K. Lewey, and children, Irene V. and John F. Lewey,
appeared in 1907’s illustrated The Negro in Business,
by Booker T. Washington, then president of the
National Negro Business League.

Born in 1862 near Lake City, Henderson
tried his hand at farming and sales before
settling on newspapering. A staunch
Republican, Henderson’s political activism
predates his establishment of the paper.
Henderson was instrumental in the
success of the city’s incorporation in 1887.
He encouraged registered Black voters
– who outnumbered registered white
voters – to support city founder Loring
Chase’s campaign to establish the city and
ensure that the predominantly Black neighborhood of Hannibal Square be included.
His efforts also contributed to the
election of the city’s first Black aldermen,
Frank R. Israel and Walter B. Simpson.
But those gains were reversed by
1893, after the state upheld Democrats’
complaints that the city’s boundaries were
improperly drawn, and Hannibal Square
was removed from the city.
Two years later, Henderson was at the
helm of The Advocate, penning editorials on
the civil rights debate of the time, the poll
tax. Henderson was against it, but advised
paying it, Chambliss says.
“(The paper) is a form of activism,” he
says. “A lot of what you read is an advocation for Black people that runs counter to
the dehumanization of Black people.”
WIKIMEDIA

In their March 16, 1827 debut editorial,
Samuel Cornish and John Russwurm –
editors of Freedom’s Journal – make their
intentions clear:
“The civil rights of a people being the
greatest value, it shall ever be our duty to
vindicate our brethren, when oppressed,
and to lay the case before the public.”
Founded by a group of free Black men,
Freedom’s Journal served as a vehicle to
call out wrongs against Black people –
the publication itself a form of protest
against establishment newspapers’ racist
commentary and support of slavery – and
an organ to unite free Blacks for selfimprovement and advancement.
But Freedom’s Journal was shortlived. By September 1827, Cornish had
resigned and Russwurm was the sole
editor. His strong stance in support of
the colonization of Africa by African
Americans turned off readers. The paper
folded in 1829.
But its focus on civil rights set the tone
for hundreds of Black newspapers that
have come since, McLeod says.
“Some Black newspapers were very
conservative in their time…but they were
still working toward the same end, which
is Black equality,” she says.

It was a common practice for Black
newspapers to state their missions as
champions for the Black community and
its causes.
In his first editorial in 1889, Winter
Park Advocate publisher G.C. Henderson
makes it clear his paper will adhere to its
name, says Julian Chambliss, English and
history professor and the Val Berryman
Curator of History at the MSU Museum at
Michigan State University.
From the digital collections of The New York Public Library digitalcollections.nypl.org

FREEDOM’S JOURNAL
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WINTER PARK ADVOCATE

often upheld slavery and white supremacy.
In the years after, negative stereotypes
about Black people were often perpetuated. Black newspapers fully documented
Black life and history, says McLeod, an
adjunct professor of history and director
of Communications and Alumni Relations
at Florida A&M University’s College of
Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities.
“In the Black newspaper, you see a
holistic dynamic of Black life,” she says.
“Birth to death, joy and pain. It covered
the good, bad, and the ugly.”
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THE MIAMI TIMES
Miami looks much different today
than it did in 1923 when printer and
Bahamas native Henry Ethelbert
Sigismund Reeves first established his
newspaper, The Miami Times.
A resort town, thousands of visitors
flocked to its beaches and flooded its
hotels. The population was growing and
building was booming.
It had achieved the vision of a subtropical vacation hub that motivated
railroad magnate Henry Flagler in the late

2001

WIKIMEDIA

On September 12, Steve Outing
writes on Poynter Online: “The horrific events
of September 11, 2001, represented the first
opportunity for online media – still relatively
new – to cover a huge story …. the terrorist
attacks on New York and Washington
represent the greatest test yet of the newest
news medium: the Internet.”
The collaboratively written
Wikipedia online encyclopedia
begins.
By 2001, according to the
Newspaper Association of
America (NAA), “more than
1,300 North American daily
newspapers have launched online
services,” compared to 1995,
when there were approximately
60 newspapers with sites on the
Internet or dial-up services.

2002 President Bush signs the Homeland
Security Act into law to help fight terrorism.
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Photo courtesy of The Miami Times.

In 2017, Chambliss and his students
at Stetson University curated Advocate
Uncovered, an award-winning digital
history project focused on Henderson’s
paper.
Rare clippings from The Advocate
illustrate how the paper covered the city’s
stakeholders and social and political
happenings. The only paper in town, it
boasted a readership of white and Black
residents, Chambliss says.
“So when you read the Advocate, you
almost can’t tell it’s a Black paper,” he says.
“It helps that you know Black people were
involved, but it doesn’t leap out at you.”
Henderson left the paper in 1891 and
moved to Orlando, where he founded The
Christian Recorder. He died in 1915.

Photo courtesy of The Miami Times.

THE POWER OF BEING SEEN

Garth Reeves Sr. carried on the family tradition of
activism against discrimination during his years at the
helm of The Miami Times.

Publisher Garth Reeves III, the great-grandson of The
Miami Times founder, has expanded the company’s
footprint with the purchase of the monthly Biscayne
Times news magazine.

19th century to finance resorts and extend
the rail lines along Florida’s East coast.
But Florida’s image was hiding the
complete picture, McLeod says.
The 1920s was the height of lynching in
the state, and all but one of Miami’s pristine
beaches were closed to Black citizens.
While most newspapers in Miami
showcased the city as a getaway paradise,
Reeves’ newspaper offered another
perspective.
“We still have a race problem in
Florida,” McLeod says. “The Miami Times
is there to shed light on the existence of Black
life in Florida.”

Black newspapers such as the Times
served as advocates for disenfranchised
Black communities and called attention
to discriminatory policies in education
and government employment, police
brutality, slum housing conditions, and
other social ills.
“(Reeves) wasn’t afraid to speak the
truth,” she says.
While Reeves was revered for his
integrity, moving easily in Black and white
societies, it didn’t protect his family from
threats against their lives and business, as
the newspaper continued to address issues
of the day.

The BlackBerry smartphone is released.
According to the Pew Internet and American
Life Project, online users remain reluctant to
pay for content on the Internet.
Readership of newspaper classified ads in 67
metro markets surveyed by The Media Audit
declined more than 11 percent in three years.

Four hurricanes impact Florida during
2004: Charley, Frances, Ivan, and Jeanne.
Mark Zuckerberg launches Facebook as a
Harvard-only social network.
Google introduces Gmail, a free, advertisingsupported webmail service.

2003 The

Columbia Space
Shuttle disintegrates
during reentry.
The United States
invades Iraq.
According to the
UCLA Internet
Report, the top five
online activities are
e-mail and instant
messaging, Web
browsing, reading news, shopping
and buying online, and accessing
entertainment information.
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2004

2005

Terri Schiavo right-to-die case gains
international attention when her feeding tube
is removed.
Hurricane Katrina strikes New Orleans and the
Gulf Coast.
Home broadband connections allow more
Floridians to get their news online.
YouTube is founded by Chad Hurley, Steve Chen,
and Jawed Karim.

2006 Coretta Scott King dies at the age of 78.

The McClatchy Company purchases Knight
Ridder, keeping the Miami Herald but selling
many of its other dailies.
The Weekly News, one of South Florida’s first gay
community newspapers, ends publication.

“It was a brave family,” she says.
In her book, McLeod, explores how the
Times – and Reeves’ son and successor,
Garth Reeves Sr. – played a prominent
role in the desegregation of Miami’s public
golf courses.
In 1940s’ Miami, Black golfers were
allowed to play just one day a week on the
municipal greens. Garth Reeves and a
group of Black golfers filed suit against the
city and its discriminatory practice.
“It was a perfect symbol to strike at
desegregation in Miami,” McLeod says.
“They used the paper as a tool to find
support.”

Twitter is launched by Jack Dorsey, Evan
Williams and Biz Stone.
According to the Bivings Group, of America’s
top 100 newspapers, 80 percent offer reporter
blogs. 76 percent offer RSS feeds. Video is
offered by 61 percent.

2007

Thirty two people were killed and 17
others were wounded in a spree shooting at
Virginia Tech University in Blacksburg. The shooter
was undergraduate student Seung-Hui Cho.
Apple’s Steve Jobs introduces the iPhone.
More Florida newspapers offer digital PDF
replicas of their printed papers, linked from the
newspaper’s website.

2008 The U.S. subprime mortgage crisis

and deregulation of finance industry lead to the
Great Recession.
Barack Obama is elected president of the
United States.
The St. Petersburg Times announces a
partnership with the Miami Herald to merge
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their Tallahassee-based
staffs into a single statehouse
bureau.
Newspapers across the state
announce layoffs and buyouts
as newspaper circulation
continues to decline.
Florida journalists use social
networking services for all
types of reporting.

2010

Gulf oil spill begins
with explosion at the Deepwater
Horizon oil drilling platform.
President Obama and Congress
pass healthcare reform.
The Halifax Media Group begins when
investors purchase The Daytona Beach NewsJournal from the Davidson family.
Steve Jobs introduces the Apple iPad.

2011

The United States kills al Qaeda leader
Osama bin Laden.

“We are steadfast in our delivery
for our readers and our community,” he
says. “We still find ourselves reporting on
the same subject matter, year after year,
decade after decade.”

WESTSIDE GAZETTE
Since its first printing in 1971, the Fort
Lauderdale-based Westside Gazette has
been dedicated to advocating for the Black
community.
In return, the Black community has
“been our backbone when we were first
published in the county and they’ve been
Photo courtesy of The Westside Gazette

Photo courtesy of The Miami Times.

Rachel Reeves made history when she became The
Miami Times’ first woman publisher in September 1992.

The paper documented every step of
the case and published ads offering free golf
lessons. After nearly a decade, the group
was successful in its efforts to desegregate
Miami’s courses.
It wasn’t Garth Reeves Sr.’s only moment
of activism. For years, Miami’s Black beachgoers were limited to Virginia Key Beach. In
1959, Reeves and a friend initiated a wade-in
at the whites-only Crandon Park Beach.
After 15 minutes, the men left unaccosted.
“That was a victory,” Reeves recalled
in a 2017 video for The Miami Herald. “And
from that day on, we…could swim wherever
we want.”
The youngest Reeves’s mother, Rachel,
made history when she became the paper’s
first woman publisher in September 1992.
She proved a savvy businesswoman, expanding the paper as its readership moved
into suburban areas at the onset of the
digital age.
Reeves III took over the paper as publisher after her death in September 2019.
Garth Reeves Sr., died two months later.
Much like his great-grandfather, grandfather, and mother before him,
Reeves oversees a paper that is calling out
wrongs and advocating on behalf of Miami’s
Black citizens.
Reeves III credits The Times’s survival
to its commitment to uplifting and defending the Black community.

Westside Gazette founders Levi and Yvonne Henry launched
the newspaper in 1971 in their home’s living room.

NASA’s Shuttle program
ends with launch and
mission of the Shuttle
Atlantis.
The Daytona Beach-based
Halifax Media Group
announces it will acquire
the New York Times
Regional Media Group’s
Florida newspapers.
The St. Petersburg Times
announces it will be
changing its name to the
Tampa Bay Times as of
WIKIMEDIA January 1, 2012.
Amazon introduces the
Amazon Kindle Fire.

2012

Trayvon Martin, a Black teenager, is
fatally shot by George Zimmerman in Sanford.
Tampa hosts Republican National Convention.
Revolution Capital Group acquires The Tampa
Tribune from Media General.
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THE POWER OF BEING SEEN
graders that “free, white,
and 21” were the prerequisites to be in the city’s top
office, the Gazette kept the
pressure on.
“From its beginning, it
was born of the necessity to
tell our stories, to be a voice
for the voiceless,” he says.
“(Levi) he always told us ‘If
somebody had a story to tell,
tell it.’”

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
(ST. PETERSBURG)
Cleveland Johnson
was an ad salesman, not a
journalist.
But in 1967, when M.C.
Publisher Cleveland Johnson, left, and advertising director William
Blackshear, work together on an edition of The Weekly Challenger,
Fountain, Johnson’s boss
circa 1976.
at The Weekly Advertiser,
became ill, Johnson stepped into
found out (Black people) are so underrepthe role of publisher.
resented, except when it was about crime,”
He bought the St. Petersburg paper,
changed its name to The Weekly Challenger, says Cleveland’s daughter, Lyn Johnson,
who took over as publisher in 2012.
and established a news reporting legacy
In its heyday, readers would wait
focusing on community leaders, movers
and shakers, and important events that con- outside the Challenger’s South St. Pete offices on print day to buy copies right off the
tinues today.
press, Johnson says.
“Once he got into it, that’s when he

2013 Bombs explode near the finish line of the 2015 The Florida Supreme Court approves
Boston Marathon wounding more than 200 people
and killing three.
Nelson Mandela, South Africa’s first Black
president, dies at 95.
According to a Pew Research Center report,
“Facebook and Instagram exhibit especially high
levels of user engagement: A majority of users
on these sites check in to them on a daily basis.”
Newspapers continue to increase their use of
social media services.

2014 The United States announces it will

restore diplomatic relations with Cuba.
Black teenager Michael Brown is fatally shot by a
white police officer in Ferguson, Missouri.
Florida becomes the third most populous state.
According to a Pew Research Center report, “a
majority of Americans now say they get news
through a digital platform: 82 percent reported
using a desktop or laptop, while 54 percent got
news through mobile devices.
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Photo courtesy of Lyn Johnson, The Weekly Challenger.

there ever since,” says publisher Bobby
Henry.
What began as a weekly newspaper
launched by his parents, Levi and Yvonne,
in the living room of Henry’s childhood
home, is now a Black media empire
boasting the paper, a graphic design
center, digital products, and podcasts.
The newspaper was Levi Henry’s response to the lack of Black-owned media in
Broward County, his son says. In its early
years, Yvonne Henry – a nurse – served as
the paper’s editor; Bobby, a paperboy.
Attracting advertisers was difficult
(major brands Sears and Winn-Dixie
would later sign on).
But Levi Henry – a striking figure who
stood 6 foot, 3 inches and wore a cowboy
hat and boots – was a relentless salesman,
Bobby Henry says.
“My Daddy could sell a blind man
a pair of reading glasses,” he says. “He
believed in what he said, and he could
produce.”
Eventually, the paper found its footing
and endeared itself to its readership by
publishing stories that were “all about the
positive,” Henry says.
The paper avoided headlines of crimes
and focused on news of achievements and
graduations.
But in 1990, when Fort Lauderdale
Mayor Bob Cox told a classroom of fourth

redrawn version of the state’s 27 congressional
districts after the League of Women Voters and
others sued over questions of gerrymandering.
GateHouse Media, owned by
the News Media Investment
Group, purchases the Halifax
Media Group.
According to a Pew Research
Center report, “the rise in the
share of social media users
getting news on Facebook
or Twitter cuts across nearly WIKIMEDIA
every demographic group.”

2016

The Orlando gay community is targeted
when a gunman attacks and kills 49 people at
the Pulse nightclub.
Hurricane Hermine makes landfall along the
Apalachee Bay coast.
Gannett buys Scripps Howard Treasure Coast
newspapers.
The Tampa Bay Times purchases and closes

H U M A N I T I E S

the 121-year-old Tampa Tribune.
“As of early 2016, just two-in-10 U.S. adults
often get news from print newspapers.
Only 5 percent of 18 to 29-year-olds
often get news from a print
newspaper, whereas about
half (48 percent) of those 65
and older do.” – Pew Research
Center.

2017 Category 4 Hurricane

Irma hits Florida.
Morris Communications sells
Florida Times-Union and the St. Augustine
Record to GateHouse Media.
Misleading information, often presented
online, is increasingly described by the term
“fake news.”

2018 The media reports on the mass

shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland.
Hurricane Michael strikes the Panhandle as a
Category 5 storm.

“They knew they weren’t going to
see themselves anywhere else,” she says.
“(The paper’s positive coverage of the
Black community) would uplift the community (and show) that we’re actually
doctors, lawyers, schoolteachers.”
The paper also was an important
source of employment for teens.
State Sen. Darryl Rouson (D.St. Petersburg) was among the carriers
selling the paper for 25 cents, keeping a
nickel for himself.
“That was my first job,” he
says. “It was a great first lesson in
entrepreneurship.”
Cleveland managed to keep going
despite challenges, such as vandalism of
the paper’s sales racks, and difficulty persuading larger retailers to buy ad space.
At times he employed creative methods
to achieve results.
When JCPenney declined to advertise, Cleveland threatened to gather
protestors to picket outside the store.
“Magically, they found the money in
their budget to advertise,” Johnson says.
Johnson says as a child she didn’t
grasp the newspaper’s importance,
not only to the community, but to the
state’s cultural and political landscape.
Black and white politicians would visit
“weekly, in and out” courting editorial
board endorsements.

Photo courtesy of the Daytona Times.

On the eve of the July 15, 1969, Apollo 11 moon launch,
Charles Cherry, right, publisher of the Westside Rapper,
and, later, the Daytona Times, marches with civil rights
leader Ralph Abernathy in Cape Kennedy to protest
spending government funds on space exploration while
many Americans remained hungry.

“We are the voice of the Black community in this area,” she says. “Everybody
wanted to be in the paper.”

DAYTONA TIMES
The Westside Rapper made its debut
in 1967, at the height of the civil rights
movement.

Publisher Charles Cherry Sr. was an
entrepreneur and professor at BethuneCookman College. Racial tension in
Daytona was high. His students joined
protests and led chapters of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and
the Black Panther Party.
It was imperative that Daytona’s Black
community had its own newspaper documenting the voices and events of the time
because they were going unreported by the
local daily, says his son, Charles Cherry Jr.
As was true in many daily papers
around the state, news of Daytona’s Black
community was relegated to one page a
week. And for years, the local daily would
not cover Bethune-Cookman’s football
games, forcing fans to set up phone trees to
get news in real time, he says.
The Rapper folded in 1970, but the
senior Cherry regrouped and founded the
Daytona Times in 1978.
It turned a profit from the first day and
quickly established itself as “an educated,
credible source of information, unapologetically from a Black perspective,” Cherry
Jr. says.
The paper came down hard on city
leaders on housing, healthcare, and
public safety. In 1995, Cherry Sr. himself
was elected to the Daytona Beach City
Commission, and like many Black

continued on page 55
Voters in Florida approve Amendment 4 to
restore voting rights to convicted felons who have
completed their sentences.
GateHouse Media acquires
ISTOCK
the Palm Beach Post and the
Palm Beach Daily News from
Cox Media Group.
The Adams Publishing
Group purchases Cooke
Communications, the owner
of the Key West Citizen.
According to a Pew Research
Center report, asked what
they like about the news
experience on social media,
more Americans mention
ease of use than content.

2019 Hurricane Dorian strikes the Bahamas.

Gatehouse Media merges with Gannett. It’s
now the largest U.S. newspaper chain, with at
least 18 Florida papers.
A Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism
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survey notes, with the popularity of podcasts,
75 percent of publishers surveyed believe
audio will become a more important part of
their strategy.

2020 The world

searches for a way to
slow the spread of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Virtual meetings replace
face-to-face interactions.
The killing of George
Floyd by a white
Minneapolis police
officer ignites Black Lives
Matter protests.
A SpaceX rocket,
with the mission to take astronauts to the
International Space Station, lifts off from Florida’s
Kennedy Space Center.
Chatham Asset Management hedge fund to
acquire McClatchy company.

Newspapers reduce the frequency of
print issues. The Tampa Bay Times prints
on Sundays and Wednesdays, continuing
e-newspaper editions daily.
According to a Pew Research Center report,
“many Americans get news on YouTube,
where news organizations and independent
producers thrive side by side.”

2021

After a year of COVID-19 deaths and
restrictions, spikes caused by unvaccinated
and hovering variants add difficulty to a
return to normal.
Florida’s newspapers report on the collapse of a
high-rise condo building in Surfside.
Tribune Publishing shareholders vote to
approve company’s sale to Alden Global
Capital hedge fund.
The Tampa Bay Times’ printing plant closes,
with printing outsourced to a Lakeland
Gannett facility. The Sarasota Herald-Tribune
also prints its last issue from a locally owned
printing plant.
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AS NEWSPAPERS

REINVENT....
Are nonprofits key to keeping Florida informed?
By Ron Cunningham

T

wo reports of Florida marine entrepreneurism,
separated by a century and a half:
“The wrecking vessels are usually small schooners.
They anchor within sight of each other along the Reef,
and readily exchange signals when a wreck is seen. So
promptly do these vessels come to the rescue they are likened to the
condor that swoops down upon its prey.”
—Harper’s New Monthly Magazine: 1871

“Two and a half years after the Sea Ray plant shut
down off Colbert Lane, eliminating some 440 high-paying,
manufacturing jobs, the plant will reopen very soon under the
banner of Boston Whaler…Boston Whaler will bring back 300
to 400 jobs within 24 months.”
—FlaglerLive: 2021.
The eyewitness account of salvagers pouncing on shipwrecks
along the great Florida Reef came by way of one of America’s
oldest periodicals.
The story about the return of boat manufacturing jobs to
Palm Coast was delivered with a digital immediacy that perhaps
only an online community news source can manage.
Worlds apart in their methods of information delivery,
Harper’s and Flagler Today share an unlikely bond.
Harpers, now the oldest general-interest monthly in the
U.S., would have gone the way of the old Florida wreckers nearly
half a century ago, if the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation hadn’t rescued it from bankruptcy and provided it a
non-profit safe harbor.

And Pierre Tristam might not still be a working journalist
if he hadn’t used his severance pay after being downsized at the
Daytona Beach News Journal to launch the non-profit FlaglerLive
in 2010.
“I knew I was going to be losing my job,” Tristam recalls.
“It was very clear in my mind” that a non-profit news business
start-up “would be a viable way to go as long as it was driven by
local news content.
“Frankly, the newspapers in our area were not doing what
we are doing in Flagler County, producing meat-and-potatoes
journalism.”
Tristam is among veteran Florida journalists who have
launched or joined nonprofits after being laid off by newspapers
forced to shed staff and reduce content in the face of diminishing
ad revenues.
Dan Christensen’s investigative reporting for the Miami
Herald helped send a Broward County sheriff to jail on corruption
charges. After being laid off at the Herald, Christensen was
obliged to re-envision his future in 2009, when he founded the
Florida Bulldog.
With the help of generous ongoing support from fellow exHerald-reporter-turned-novelist Michael Connelly, and smaller
donations from notable Floridians, such as former Gov. Bob
Graham and one-time Miami Herald publisher David Lawrence,
Christensen is able to pay a handful of stringers $400 a story to
write about the state’s new anti-protest law, conflicts of interest
among Florida legislators, runaway development in Coral Gables
and much more.

By some accounts, there are now more than 700 digital news startups in
the U.S. and Canada — this occurring at a time when thousands of daily
newspaper jobs have been lost, says Rick Edmunds, media business analyst
for the St. Petersburg-based Poynter Institute.
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LkldNow photo by Amy Dobson

“I’ve got some very experienced
people,” he says. “I know their
capabilities because I used to work
with them. And we’ve got what
I consider to be one of the best
reportorial staffs in the south.”
Craig Pittman, longtime
environmental reporter for the Tampa
Bay Times, saw his job of 30 years
eliminated, along with those of 10
other employees, last year. Now he
writes a monthly column about the
environment for the Tallahasseebased Florida Phoenix.
“I’m not going to say (the
compensation) is what I was getting
paid at the Times,” he says. “On the
other hand, we hadn’t had pay raises in
10 years.”
Florida Phoenix, which covers
Florida government and politics,
is perhaps the best financed
of Florida’s non-profit news
producers. It is an affiliate of the
national reporting network States
Newsroom, with annual revenues
in the $7-million range thanks
to support from several private
foundations and individual donors.
“Every quarter we do a fundraising LkldNow’s community engagement director, Trinity Laurino, and founder, Barry Friedman, often hold meetings at the Black &
Brew coffee shop at the Lakeland Public Library. Laurino, as fundraiser, holds the organization’s only full-time paid position.
appeal” locally, says Phoenix editor
Friedman says he has yet to pay himself a salary since founding the nonprofit in 2015.
Diane Rado, a 30-year news veteran
to be the glue that held a community together,” he says. “What
who spent the bulk of her newspaper
appealed to us about the non-profit model is that it tells readers
career at the St. Petersburg (now Tampa Bay) Times. “We’ve
we aren’t beholden to anybody but readers. We are a public
gotten small donations, but obviously, States Newsroom covers
service, we have a mission.”
salaries, the bureau lease, laptops, pretty much everything.
Rick Edmunds, media business analyst for the St. Petersburg“I think it’s the new model. We’re not going to have what
based Poynter Institute, has been writing about the rise of nonI had for almost 40 years (in journalism) – advertisingprofit news for several years. By some accounts, he says, there are
supported news.”
now more than 700 digital news startups in the U.S. and Canada
Rado heads a full-time staff of two editors and three
— this occurring at a time when thousands of daily newspaper
reporters. In addition, the Florida Phoenix draws on the
jobs have been lost.
columnist talents of Pittman and Pulitzer Prize winner Lucy
Many of these nonprofits are springing up in areas that are
Morgan and Florida author Diane Roberts.
being called “news deserts.”
“I don’t know if the Phoenix (non-profit) model is the one
“The ‘news desert’ metaphor is a very good one,”
that’s going to succeed, but it seems to be working so far,” says
Edmunds says. “There are places that have just lost their
Pittman. “I only wish they were bigger, had more reporters and
newspapers, and these startups are being driven by
could cover more things.”
perceived holes in local coverage.”
Other Florida non-profit news organizations are living a
Still, in Florida, non-profit news remains a relative novelty.
more hand-to-mouth existence. FlaglerLive gets by on about
LION (Local Independent News Publishers) lists just eight
$60,000 a year. Another online local news source, LkldNow in
Florida members out of a total of more than 275. And the Institute
Lakeland, raised about $100,000 last year and hopes to take in
for Nonprofit News (INN), has only seven Florida affiliates
$150,000 this year.
among some 300 members.
Like Tristam, Barry Friedman launched LkldNow after
“I think Florida is a bit behind the curve,” in terms of nonlosing his managing editor of digital position at The Ledger in
profit news, says Janet Weaver Coats, director of the University of
Lakeland.
Florida-based Consortium on Trust and Media Technology. “Part
“I was 61 at the time and no conventional jobs were
of the reason it’s been slow to grow is because Florida newspapers
forthcoming,” he recalls.
managed to stay stronger here longer.”
LkldNow focuses strictly on local news. “Newspapers used
continued on page 56
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Literary FLORIDA

Lessons
of the

seashells

Weaving history, science, and culture, Cynthia Barnett’s new book
unlocks what we’ve missed about these ocean gems
By Ron Cunningham

Photos by Betsy Hanson

Environmental author Cynthia Barnett in the light-filled office where she wrote The Sound of the Sea, her arm resting on the four books she has
authored. The first three dealt with fresh water issues; this one “really completes the hydrologic cycle for me,” Barnett says.
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f all the shells in the sea, the lightning
whelk occupies a special place in
Cynthia Barnett’s heart.
To begin with, she and her husband,
Aaron Hoover, discovered one on Cedar
Key nearly 25 years ago and it’s been
topping their Christmas tree ever since.
Not to forget that the lightning whelk
is a leftie in a world of spiraling righties.
Or that it’s turned up in the most unexpected places.
But mostly the lightning whelk is Barnett’s favorite
because it helped her better understand an ancient
civilization that occupied Southwest Florida centuries
before she spent her own childhood there.
A youthful Barnett remembers searching for seashells
on Sanibel, Marco Island and Boca Grande. And at the tiniest
find, her two grandmothers would react “as though I’d found
Blackbeard’s treasure.”
And the fact that she’s even willing to single out her
favorite seashell definitely separates Barnett from serious
conchologists.
“I’m not a shell collector,” she said. “If you ask a true
shell collector to name their favorite shell it’s like asking
them to name their favorite child. They won’t do it.”
This from the acclaimed Gainesville-based
environmental author whose newest book isThe Sound of
The Sea, Seashells and the Fate of the Oceans.
Barnett’s previous books, Mirage, Blue Revolution, and
Rain, which was longlisted for the National Book Award,
largely dealt with fresh water issues.
The Sound of the Sea, she says, “really completes the
hydrologic cycle for me. I had been thinking for a long time
about how to write about the ocean. People have always
loved listening to seashells, and they really do lead to truths.”

In the course of
her research, Barnett
says, “I came to think
of them as the world’s
great fact checkers. In
both human history
and the environment,
they tell a more
factual story than any
human being.”
Some of her
research occurred
at the University of
Florida’s Museum
of Natural History,
which houses what
is reputed to be
the world’s largest
seashell collection.
Barnett and the collection’s donor, Jacksonville physician Harry
Lee, used a high-powered microscope to examine 3 millionyear-old fossil micro mollusks.
Understanding their evolution from the very beginning “was
a high learning curve,” she says. “It turns out there are more
than 50,000” varieties of mollusks, “all of them extraordinarily
different.”
Her new book is the work of six years and considerable
globe trotting. But Barnett can pinpoint her decision to write
about the history of shells and their relationship to both human
societies and the oceans to a precise moment that occurred
during a visit several years ago to the Bailey-Matthews National
Shell Museum on Sanibel Island.
“The director there told me this astonishing statistic,”
she recalls. “They had surveyed visitors to see how much they
already knew about seashells, and 90
percent had no idea that a seashell was
made by a living animal.
“It really hit me that we love seashells
for their beautiful exterior rather than for
the life inside them. And that is a perfect
metaphor for the way we feel about the
ocean. We love it as a beautiful postcard
scene instead of as the very source of life.”

Barnett with a favorite Lightning Whelk in her study in Gainesville. She organized The Sound of the Sea
around seashells iconic in human culture. Lightning Whelks were important to Native American people
including the Mississippian culture, perhaps in part for their unusual left-handed spiral, which also gave
them their scientific name, Sinistrofulgur sinistrum.
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“It really hit me that we love
seashells for their beautiful
exterior rather than for the
life inside them. And that is
a perfect metaphor for the
way we feel about the ocean.
We love it as a beautiful
postcard scene instead of as
the very source of life.”
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Literary FLORIDA
But getting back to the lightning whelk.
“It was already my favorite shell, but then I learned about
how important the animal was to the Calusa, and it’s especially
wonderful to know that story.”
Barnett’s book is made up of 13 chapters, an introduction
and 12 that each highlight an iconic shell – the queen conch, the
giant clam, the scallop and more – and the impact those shells
had on the course of human events.
We learn in the chapter on the lightning whelk that,
remarkably, this mollusk is the only one whose chamber opens
to the left; all others open to the right. “It’s very frustrating to
evolutionary scientists,” she says. “One theory is that it had a
predator with a left-handed claw.”
Then there is the fact that lightning whelks – which live in
the southern Atlantic seaboard and Gulf of Mexico waters – have
been dug up in the ruins of pre-Colombian civilizations as far
away as the Cahokia people, in Manitoba, Canada, as well as in
Indian mounds in East St. Louis and Oklahoma.
All of which supports the existence of an extensive trading
system long before Columbus got here.
The lightning whelk was especially important to the Calusa
people, who fashioned tools and implements from its shell to
build an impressive empire upon shell mounds that stretched
all the way from Charlotte Harbor to the Ten Thousand Islands.
How extensive? We may never really know.
“By the time archeologists started to work down there many
of the mounds were already flattened,” she says.
By the beginning of the last century Floridians were already
beginning to dig up the Calusa mounds so they could use the
crushed shells to harden sandy roads, provide foundations for

housing developments and level out farmlands.
“To complete Tamiami Trail,” Barnett writes, “Florida’s road
department carried off a massive hunk of Mound Key, the Calusa
capital with its raised chief’s house where 2,000 people could
gather comfortably.”
Which is not to suggest that the lightning whelk is the only
shell to have a deep impact on Florida and Floridians.
Residents of Key West, aka the “Conch Republic,” became so
enamored of the queen conch – its meat, its beauty, its mystique
– that they very nearly loved the species to death.
As early as the 1920s, experts were warning that the queen
conch was being overfished to the brink of extinction. One
scientist compared conch harvesters to the plume hunters who
nearly wiped out entire Florida bird species.
Souvenir sellers were not only over-harvesting conch,
but breaking up and selling pieces of the very coral reefs that
provided its habitat.
Even after queen conch fishing was banned in the Keys, in
the 1980s, the species did not rebound. One conch biologist told
Barnett “It was like after the Zombie Apocalypse.”
And although the Conch Republic mystique lives on still, the
actual conch shells and meat being sold in Key West these days
come from the Bahamas.
Scientists are still trying to figure out why conchs haven’t
rebounded in the Keys. One suspected culprit, Barnett writes,
is the “sauna-warm” water that is indicative of a gradually
warming ocean.
“Such hot spots can lower egg and sperm counts and

Some of the seashells Barnett has picked up over the years. As a child, her grandmothers would greet every shell she offered up
“as though I’d found Blackbeard’s treasure.’
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continued on page 57

Photo by Kristen Grace.
Illustrations by Merald R. Clark/courtesy of the Florida Museum of Natural History.

Lightning Whelks artifacts from southwest Florida archaeological sites.

The Calusa, sometimes referred to as “the Shell People,” built great shell structures throughout southwest Florida, including a capitol at Mound
Key in today’s Estero Bay, imagined at right, that could hold as many as 2,000 people. They lived from the bounty of the Gulf of Mexico, including
oysters, scallops and other mollusks.
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FLORIDA Heritage Kitchen

Southern comfort,
Korean-style

Jennifer and Michele Kaminski missed their mother’s cooking, so they
opened a ‘ghost restaurant’ to bring bibimbap — and a voice against
anti-Asian prejudice — to Miami

T

By Dalia Colón

Photos by Amanda Julca

COURTESY OF THE KAMINSKI FAMILY

he sisters never meant to open a restaurant.
Bibimbap translates to “mixed rice” — a bowl of rice,
Growing up helping in their mother’s northern
vegetables, protein, a fried egg and, of course, gochujang.
Indiana eatery, the last thing Jennifer and Michele
“You take a spoon and kind of mix it all up. It’s hearty, but
Kaminski wanted was to run their own. Too much
it’s nutritious, and it’s comforting,” says Jennifer, 41. “But
work.
everything to make a bibimbap can be very labor-intensive.”
The girls were raised in suburban South Bend, the middle
This is no problem in many Korean households, where the
daughters of four children born to Chom Sun “Sunny” Kaminski
fixin’s for bibimbap are always on hand. But it was a novelty for
and John Kaminski. Their parents had met on an Army base near
the residents of Mishawaka, Indiana, where Sunny opened the
Sunny’s hometown of Jangseong, South Korea.
town’s first Korean restaurant more than three decades ago.
American military man meets South Korean woman overseas.
“It was a very proud moment when I opened for my first
It was a fairly common story.
day. I was so excited to share my heritage and my country’s
But try telling that to
food. I didn’t know how the restaurant
mixed-race girls growing
would do, especially being the first
up in 1980s Indiana with no
Korean restaurant in Mishawaka,”
internet to let them know
says Sunny, who still operates Sunny’s
they weren’t alone.
Korean Garden Patio. She has expanded
“Can we please just
the business to include sauces and
eat meatloaf?” Jennifer
seasonings, which she sells to retailers
remembers begging Sunny
including 2 Korean Girls.
when friends stayed for
“I owe my success to my family
dinner. “Please don’t make
being there for me and helping me,
anything weird tonight.”
as well as my customers, who are like
Weird like the Korean
family,” she says.
melon Sunny grew in the
All grown up and living in Miami,
family’s garden because it was
Jennifer and Michele found themselves
too hard to find in American
more than a thousand miles south of
supermarkets. Weird like
their mother’s restaurant and her wellgochujang sauce, a sweetstocked Korean kitchen, and craving
and-spicy condiment that’s
their childhood comfort food. They
as ubiquitous as ketchup in
could easily find Chinese, Thai and
Korean households. Weird
Vietnamese cuisine in South Florida,
like bibimbap, a Korean
but Korean food was harder to come by.
signature dish that decades
So when Jennifer’s friend hosted
later would become the
a culinary entrepreneur pitch night in
centerpiece of Jennifer and
Miami’s Wynwood Arts District, the
Michele’s Miami restaurant, 2
sisters on a whim submitted their idea
Jennifer and Michele Kaminski with their mother, Chom Sun
Korean Girls.
“Sunny” Kaminski, and their younger brother, Patrick, in a
childhood photo from Indiana.
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PHOTO BY AMANDA JULCA

Jennifer, left, and Michele Kaminski, with the to-go boxes for their 2 Korean Girls “ghost kitchen.” The sisters grew up spending
time in their mother’s Mishawaka, Indiana, restaurant. Years later, living in Miami and homesick for their mom and her Korean
cooking, they started down the path that led to their food business.
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FLORIDA Heritage Kitchen
SESAME SPINACH
2 Korean Girls & Sunny’s Gourmet Products
Yield: 4 – 6 Servings
Ingredients
4 cups fresh spinach
2 tbsp. oil
1 tsp. toasted sesame seeds
1 tsp. sea salt
1 dash cracked Pepper
1 green onion, chopped

In a large pot, bring approximately 8 cups of salted water to a
high boil
While water heats, prepare an ice bath for spinach
Leave water at high boil for about a minute, then turn off heat
and add spinach quickly

CUCUMBER KIMCHI
2 Korean Girls & Sunny’s Gourmet Products
Yield: 4 servings
Ingredients
½ cup Kimchi Seasoning
1 tbsp. teriyaki Sauce
1 tbsp. garlic
1 tbsp. ginger (optional)
1 cucumber

Gently toss and coat to mix

F L O R I D A

Place spinach in a medium mixing bowl and add remaining
ingredients
Let rest in refrigerator for 1 hour before serving

Add Kimchi seasoning, Teriyaki sauce, garlic and ginger
(optional)

F O R U M

After about 2 minutes, drain in colander and gently squeeze out
any water

Mix well until coated

Thinly slice cucumber

52

Stir until completely submerged for about 1 minute and then
remove spinach, drain in colander and immediately place
spinach in the ice bath

H U M A N I T I E S

KIMCHI FRIED RICE WITH CHICKEN BULGOGI
2 Korean Girls & Chef Allen Susser
Yield: 1 serving
Ingredients
4 tbsp. oil
6 oz. chicken thighs
1 tbsp. pureed garlic and ginger
4 tbsp. Korean teriyaki sauce
2 cups Napa Cabbage Kimchi
2 cups dried cooked day-old Korean white rice
Scallions
Toasted Black & White Sesame Seeds

Slice chicken thigh into 2” pieces
Heat 2 tbsp. oil in wok over high heat
Stir in chicken

SWEET & SOUR CARROT
AND RADISH
2 Korean Girls & Sunny’s Gourmet Products
Yield: 4 – 6 Servings
Ingredients
1 cup white vinegar
½ cup cane sugar
1 tsp. sea salt
1 daikon radish, peeled and julienned in small to
medium size sticks

Add pureed garlic and ginger
Add Korean teriyaki sauce
Stir fry until cooked through
Spoon chicken into bowl and keep warm
Heat remaining oil in wok over high heat
Add Kimchi to char
Mix in rice until coated
Put Kimchi Fried Rice into a bowl, top with Chicken Bulgogi in the middle
and sprinkle with scallion and toasted sesame seeds.

2 carrots, peeled and julienned

Mix white vinegar, sugar and salt together
until dissolved
Combine radish and carrots in a large
mixing bowl
Pour vinegar mix over radish and carrots
and mix well until coated
Let it rest in the refrigerator for 1 hour
before serving

Photos by Amanda Julca
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Danielle Allen

continued from page 17

literally. I could use it for history, I could
use it for philosophy, I could use it for
writing and rhetoric, but above all it was
only 1,337 words.
“And then I had this just sort of
miraculous experience of discovering how
powerfully my students reacted to the
text. This was very eye-opening because it
was this recognition that my low-income
night students were people who were
trying to change their lives and so the
Declaration spoke to them, because the
Declaration was written by people who
were trying to change their lives.
“And there was just this powerful and
human-to-human connection around that
drive that human beings have to make
tomorrow better than yesterday,” she says.
And in that Chicago classroom, the
scholar found something rare and worth
keeping.
“Well, that just stayed with me ever
since, that just has been my permanent
companion, my thinking tool, my
touchstone, my reference place for
understanding democracy,” she says.

Some works by Danielle Allen
To read Allen’s
essay on the
Declaration of
Independence,
written for FORUM’s
Democracy
Issue, visit
floridahumanities.
org/blog

Books
The World of Prometheus: The Politics of
Punishing in Democratic Athens (2000)
Talking to Strangers: Anxieties of
Citizenship since Brown vs. the Board of
Education (2004)
Why Plato Wrote (2010)
Our Declaration: A Reading of the
Declaration of Independence in Defense
of Equality (2014)
Education and Equality (2016)
Cuz: The Life and Times of Michael A.
(2017).
Democracy in the Time of Coronavirus
(2021)
Co-editor
Education, Justice, and Democracy
(2013, with Rob Reich)
From Voice to Influence: Understanding
Citizenship in the Digital Age (2015,
with Jennifer Light).
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Nashid Madyun continued from page 19
Depression looms. The Cobb book shares
the truth and reality behind peonage,
paternalism, and what fueled the Great
Migration. The “Dead Poets Society” and
“Good Will Hunting” provide inspirational
snapshots on the theme of “open your eyes;
seize the day.”

We know you’ve hardly had time
to get your bags unpacked, but
what is your initial vision for
where you’d like to lead Florida
Humanities?
In some way or form we need to
capture the eclectic essence of Florida’s
cultural diversity and become the statewide
champion for what it truly means to be a
Floridian. Consider an environment where
a child and a senior citizen are versed in
Florida’s diversity and can substantially
talk together about a new documentary or
exhibition.

How would you describe Florida
Humanities’ relationship with
libraries, museums, and historical
societies?
Over the past five decades, it appears
Florida Humanities has found a brilliant
way to accomplish feats via modest
means. If you think big, we can help
support the dialogue, exhibition, or public
programming to help your vision impact,
influence and resonate with your audience.
That seems to describe the impression
these entities have shared regarding the
work that we do.

What do you see as the greatest
challenges the humanities sector
faces? What impact has the
pandemic had on this?
“Humanities” is a broad-but-focused
definition of human cultural expression.
It can be a challenge to address the gaps in
age, ethnicity, and cultural immersion that
a melting-pot state like ours can bring. The
pandemic has brought an intensity to the
exploration of who we are and curiosity
about who our neighbors and friends
are. It has forced us to close the digital
divide in some respects, challenging many
organizations to reconsider the meaning
of “public-facing” programs — such as
in-person lectures, touring exhibitions,
and panel discussions — and opening up
to the realm of online. Now we’ve become

H U M A N I T I E S

Dr. Nashid Madyun

Pronounced Nah-sheed Mad-you-en
Executive Director, Florida Humanities
Children: Amani, 23, and Johnathan, 18
Education: Bachelor of Arts in History from
Delta State University
Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
from Delta State University
Master of Fine Arts in English from
Southern New Hampshire University
Doctor of Management in Organizational
Leadership from the University of Phoenix
comfortable with learning from our
laptops, and it may lead to more online
offerings.

As a humanities professional
and an educator, what
suggestions might you have for
improving lifelong education in
the humanities?
Education delivery changes, so
change with it. Perspectives on humanity
change, so be prepared to be reflexive
and work with traditional and emerging
audiences — those individuals who
prefer digital and those that are more
comfortable with traditional, in-person
settings. Clearly, when we define the
humanities, most would agree that it
incorporates history and popular culture.
But the debate as to where the line is
drawn can lead to the exclusion of some
very important disciplines, such as visual
culture and classical music. Find a way to
meet your audience where they dwell.

How can an appreciation for the
history, culture, and literature
of Florida — in other words,
Florida’s humanities — bring us
together as citizens of this large
and diverse state?
That question may also be the
answer. Knowing that there exists such
a broad array of humanities expressions
in an equally broad state, means that
your approach should be objective, yet
ravenous, in your hunger to learn. A
servant leader leads by example and
need. He or she supports the humanities
not just by learning, but by sharing and
sparking the desire to learn in others.
Want to learn more about
our new executive director? Visit
floridahumanities.org/drnashidmadyun/

By 1928, Andrews’
son, C. Blythe Andrews
Sr., was editor. The
newspaper promoted
self-development and
self-reliance, and encouraged Black citizens
to exercise their right
There’s a DNA connection between
to vote.
Tampa’s Florida Sentinel Bulletin and
When a bond issue
the newspaper started in Gainesville in
came up for referendum,
1887 by Matthew Lewey, who, like his
Blythe Andrews – a
Equal parts family and business portrait, this photo was taken in 1945 in front
friend Josiah Walls, was a Black Civil War
graduate of Atlanta
of the Florida Sentinel’s first offices on Tampa’s Central Avenue. S. Kay Andrews,
current publisher of what is now known as the Florida Sentinel Bulletin, describes
veteran and attorney.
University and former
the group gathered, from left, “receptionist, my grandmother, Johna Andrews;
Lewey and Walls teamed up in 1884
reporter for the legmy uncle, Dr. W. W. Andrews; my grandfather, C. Blythe Andrews; my dad,
to publish the Farmers’ Journal, a shortendary Black newspaper, C. Blythe Andrews; Mr. Isom, foreman, and his pressroom workers.”
lived campaign newspaper that promoted
The Chicago Defender
Walls’s Congressional candidacy.
– urged Black citizens to vote against it,
– refused to publish it, Andrews revamped
Lewey launched the Gainesville
arguing the city would use the bonds solely
the Florida Sentinel, resuming publishing
Sentinel in 1887, changing its name to
for white sections of town.
in December 1945.
the Florida Sentinel when he moved it to
His editorial forcefully criticized the
The paper expanded in 1959 with
Pensacola in 1894. The newspaper moved
state Department of Public Instruction:
the purchase of the Tampa Bulletin and
to Jacksonville in 1914.
“The position of the white man is very
became the Florida Sentinel Bulletin.
In Pensacola, the Sentinel became one
plain; he does not desire and will not cause
Andrews upped production to twiceof the top 10 Black-owned newspapers in
your children to be educated on par with
weekly, filling the paper with news about
the country, featuring editorials by such
his own…they persist in believing that;
the Lily White organization and sending
Black luminaries as Booker T. Washington, their supremacy is seriously threatened by
copies to Florida towns where lodges
Ida B. Wells, and Mary McLeod Bethune.
the intelligent Negro.”
were located, says S. Kay Andrews, the
Lewey’s journalism reputation rose
Editors like Andrews and Reeves used
Sentinel-Bulletin’s publisher and Blythe
with his paper’s – in 1911, Lewey became
their newspapers to advance and educate
Sr.’s granddaughter.
president of the National Negro Press
Black citizens on a plethora of issues,
By the time she was 16, Kay was
Association; in 1919, a founding member
McLeod says
working as a proofreader for her father,
of the Associated Negro Press, a Black
“In the paper, they are informing the
editor and publisher C. Blythe Andrews Jr.
newswire service.
community about things they may not have
Now publisher, Kay says the paper
Lewey died in 1933 at the age of 88
known about and unifying them in their
remains true to its roots as an advocate for
in Jacksonville, where he’d moved years
regions,” she says.
the community and a repository of Black
earlier, and is buried in Gainesville.
In 1931, poor economic conditions
life in Tampa.
In 1919, the title Florida Sentinel began
forced Andrews to close the Sentinel.
“We always have pictures and local
operating under the ownership of William
He moved to Tampa in 1936 for a job
events and birthdays, things that Black
W. Andrews.
with the Central Life Insurance Company.
folks hold dear – graduations, anniverThere, he kept a foot in journalism as
saries,” she says. “That’s who we are.”
a columnist for the Tampa
Bulletin, a Black-owned
newspaper founded in
In her nearly 20-year career, Kenya Woodard’s
1914 by Rev. Marcellus D.
byline has appeared in publications such as
Potter.
the Tampa Bay Times, ZORA, and Ebony
Andrews was a
magazine. She is the former host of “In the
member of The Lily
Know,” a Tampa-based lifestyle TV magazine,
White Lodge, a Black
and currently is a correspondent on “Mocha
mutual aid organization
Morning Show,” a
that boasted 10,000
digital lifestyle show.
members throughout
Woodard, a graduate
Florida and parts of
of Indiana State
Georgia. Andrews traveled
University, is interested
the state gathering news
in delivering news that
from the lodges.
centers on political
But when the Tampa
issues, stakeholders, and
paper’s editor – assoFrom father to son: C. Blythe Andrews and C. Blythe Andrews Jr. used
events important to the
ciated with a rival lodge
their newspaper, the Florida Sentinel Bulletin, to promote the causes
Black community.
important to their community.
publishers, continued to use his media
outlet to advocate for Black Daytona.
“He used that to bring attention to
things and get some changes done,” his son
says. “He was a force to be reckoned with.”
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THE POWER OF BEING SEEN continued from page 43

Photo courtesy of Dan Christensen

AS NEWSPAPERS REINVENT continued from page 45

After being laid off as an investigative reporter for the Miami Herald in 2009, Dan
Christensen founded the Florida Bulldog news gathering nonprofit.

A former executive editor of the Sarasota Herald Tribune
and the Tampa Tribune, Coats also founded Coats2Coats
Consulting, in which capacity she advised several non-profit news
organizations. And her first question was, invariably, “What’s
your business plan?”
“What separates the ones that succeed from those that don’t is
the realization that you can’t just be a journalist, you have to be a
business person,” she says. “You’ve got to have a business strategy.
You figure out pretty quick that non-profit is a tax status, not a
business model.”
At LkldNow, Friedman has yet to pay himself a salary.
“I wanted to get the organization to the point that it was
sustainable,” he says.
That’s why LkldNow’s only full time staffer isn’t a journalist,
but rather a fundraiser.
“To build the organization what I really needed was a revenue
person,” said Friedman. “Basically we have been able to either
double or come close to doubling revenue each year over the last
three years.”
Friedman hired Trinity Laurino as LkldNow’s community
engagement director. “It’s really been a game-changer,” he
said. “Before she came, most of our revenue was from sponsors
who usually contacted me and donations that trickled in. Since
she came on board we’ve diversified our revenues with several
grants, more sponsors and a much more targeted approach to
getting donations.”
Laurino wrote a grant that got LkldNow accepted into the
Google News Initiative Sustainability Lab. “Through the lab
we are developing a membership program that is putting more
structure and rigor around our efforts to expand support from
individuals.”
Friedman’s decision to hire a fundraiser “is the smart way to
do it,” says Coats. “You want to hire a reporter, but where is the
person who is going to find the money for that? The people who
have figured that out have had success on a widely varying scale.”
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Nationally, she points to the Texas Tribune and the Voice of
San Diego as two nonprofits that have managed to prosper thanks
to their business plans.
Although the future of non-profit news as a viable business
model is still up in the air, Poynter’s Edmunds has pointed to
two important developments in non-profit funding over the last
five years.
For one, both Google and Facebook have launched initiatives
to help digital start-ups build their businesses.
“The second positive is that news is now on the radar for
community and family foundations, whose traditional focus has
been on causes like health and education,” Edmunds has written
for Poynter. “Big journalism funders like the Knight Foundation
have been trying to seed that interest for many years — the clear
crisis in local news has helped make the case.”
What crisis?
“About 35,000 daily newspaper journalism jobs have
been lost from a peak of more than 57,000,” he continued.
“Resources are migrating from metros and smaller locals
to the biggest national outlets like The New York Times, The
Washington Post and USA Today. The herd of city magazines
and alt-weeklies has also been thinned.”
And while much non-profit news is currently being turned
out by veteran journalists who are looking to stay in the game,
UF’s Coats says the biggest challenge facing nonprofits may be
recruiting the next generation of reporters — younger people who
want a career in journalism but also want to raise families and
make a living.
“Journalism schools would serve their students well to do
more training around entrepreneurial approaches to journalism,”
she says. “Starting your own news site is a big hill to climb. And
where foundations should be putting more support is not just
thinking about the issues of the moment, but how to build a future
that will allow people in journalism to pay their bills.”
So is there a future for non-profit news in Florida?
“The short answer is yes,” says Coats. “Community
foundations are starting to recognize that news and information
is a public good, just as helping children in poverty or supporting
the arts is a public good.”
She points to the Sarasota-based Patterson Foundation and
its Aspirations Journalism initiative as a good example. “They
were early in trying to figure out the local news environment.
“The advantage we have now is that there are lots of nonprofit news examples to look at. The people who were doing this in
2008 had no model. Now there are a lot of models.”
Ron Cunningham was a reporter at the
Fort Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, higher
education reporter at The Gainesville
Sun, and Tallahassee bureau chief
for The New York Times Florida
Newspapers, before serving as editorial
page editor at The Gainesville Sun
until 2013. He is a University of Florida
graduate and former editor-in-chief of
the Independent Florida Alligator.

Literary FLORIDA

continued from page 48

fecundity,” in species like the queen
conch.
And then there are the vanishing
scallops to consider.
For many years, Barnett, her
husband, and their children, Will and
Ilana, made the trek to Steinhatchee
to collect “buckets” of scallops. These
days, however, Barnett has decided to
photograph rather than harvest scallops,
sensitive to the fact that scallops have
been virtually disappearing from Tampa
Bay and other coastal Florida locales.
“The situation in Tampa Bay
is tough,” she says. Despite partial
restoration of the seagrass beds that
support them, scallops “have not
returned to previous populations.”
Why? Many factors, she suggests: algae
pollution due to stormwater runoff, a
bayside construction boom that has
destroyed mangroves. “Everything you
do on the land impacts the sea.”
All of which led to Barnett’s decision
to stop harvesting scallops.
“We would gather so many buckets
because that was our definition of
abundance,” she said. “I want to help
people see that we must have a different
definition of abundance – one that is
based on the abundance of seagrass,
clean water and wild scallops. That’s
going to mean not harvesting all the
scallops we can. It’s hard for people to
hear that.”
Cynthia Barnett on a bridge in the woods near her home where she would often walk during
Which is the point of The Sound of
the writing of The Sound of the Sea.
the Sea.
It is a beautifully written, fact-filled
We won’t solve climate change without working on the human
warning about the excesses of human behavior that threaten
elements first and foremost.”
mollusk populations that have been around, in one form
One of the stories she tells involves Anne Morrow Lindbergh,
or another, for half a billion years, and which by extension
who wrote “Gift of the Sea,” while living on Captiva Island. The
threaten the oceans themselves.
author and wife of the famed aviator “used seashells to meditate
And its title notwithstanding, this book goes far beyond
on marriage, motherhood and middle age,” Barnett writes.
seashells to the lives of people who, around the world and
In Lindbergh’s time, Barnett said, tourists would come to
throughout the centuries, have alternately prospered or
Florida beaches “and fill their car trunks with live animals…or
fallen on the strength of healthy mollusk populations.
they would boil the animals at the beach in big pots” to separate
“I’ve tried not to be dogmatic or judgmental in this
them from their shells.
book,” she says. “I’ve tried to reveal my own struggle and
Thanks to conservation efforts and local restrictions
vulnerability as someone who loves to eat seafood as much
on harvesting live mollusks, those excesses are largely
as the next person.
gone, she said.
“I set out to see what seashells have to say about the
“To see how that has changed is a beautiful thing,” she
environment and the oceans, but they actually had a lot
said. “People don’t kill the animals the way they used to. They
more to say about people,” she continues. “It made me
pretty much collect empty shells.
realize, as I look back on my books, that I have wrongly put
“It reminds you of how we can change, how we can live
animals and the environment at the center of my work. The
differently. There is a constant evolution of figuring things out
better way to tell the story is to put humans at the center.
and living better.”
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FLORIDA Heritage Kitchen

Sun Chom “Sunny” Kaminski demonstrating her cooking technique in the 2
Korean Girls’ kitchen. Her dream for her daughters’ restaurant? “For them to be
successful, and as Michele likes to say, ‘world domination, by putting a bibimbap
in everyone’s hands,’ and to always remember that they are sisters first.”

of a bibimbap joint. It would be a ghost kitchen — a restaurant
available only for takeout and delivery
“We’re marketing people. We’ve been in marketing and
branding for over 20 years. We can put a pitch deck together
in our sleep. Let’s just submit and see what happens,” says
Jennifer, who is founder and managing director of Social
Thinkking (socialthinkking.com/), while Michele is an event
sales and marketing professional for some of Chicago’s top
restaurants. The name they submitted was meant to be a
placeholder: 2 Korean Girls.
“In Korea, a lot of things are very literal. If it’s a restaurant
that serves hot soup, the restaurant might just be called Hot Soup
Restaurant,” Jennifer explains. “In my head, I’m like, ‘There’s a
thousand things we need to do before we settle on a name.’ ”
But after 2 Korean Girls opened in late 2020 in Coconut Grove,
it started getting press. The name was a hit. So was the food.
The sisters found themselves emulating much of what they’d
learned working in Sunny’s restaurant: Greeting customers.
Personally responding to reviews. Using every last drop of
gochujang sauce before throwing away the container.
“She’s a very savvy businesswoman,” says Michele, 36. “All
those habits that she did, they all make sense to us now.”
When Sunny learned that her daughters were starting a
bibimbap restaurant, she was incredulous.
“Are you kidding me?!” Sunny remembers thinking. “I am
beyond proud of what the two of them have started and the women
they have become. I want to help them in any way I can to make
sure they are successful.”
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continued from page 50

Along the way, Michele and Jennifer have had other
mentors, including James Beard Award-winning chef
Allen Susser.
“The idea that the 2 Korean Girls concept is a ghost
kitchen, with delicious comfort food, is so right to our
21st-century hospitality,” says Susser, who met Jennifer
seven years ago when she did pro bono social media work
for Miami’s No Kid Hungry campaign, which Susser led.
“They are on the cutting edge of the newest technology that
is being applied to hospitality. The growth is amazing, and
they are going to work their way to the top.”
As the sisters work their way to the top, they’re using
their ever-growing platform to educate consumers about
Korean culture, just as Sunny had done decades earlier.
“I made my menu approachable, delicious and
customizable,” Sunny says. “I feel that really helped my
customers be more open to trying new dishes.”
Her daughters have the added advantage of social
media. When 2 Korean Girls customers posted videos
of themselves eating bibimbap incorrectly, Jennifer and
Michele took it as feedback.
“People were actually deconstructing the bowl,” Michele
says. “You’re supposed to mix everything. Everything is
intended to be enjoyed together.”
So now the take-out packages come with directions.
And the sisters’ education campaign goes beyond the
food itself. They’re using their platform to speak out against
the recent surge in anti-Asian racism, through rallies,
fundraisers and charitable donations.
“It is important for everyone to be a part of a justice
movement,” Jennifer says. “If you want to love our food
[and] love our culture, help support the people that are
being victimized and being attacked. And I think that goes
for all cultures,” Jennifer says.
Gone are the days of disguising their Korean culture
with meatloaf.
“I would be willing to guess that probably a lot of
minority cultures in the U.S. feel the same way, having to
apologize and make other people feel comfortable for who
we are, what we do and what our culture is,” Jennifer says.
“To apologize for the smells, the flavors, the colors, the
energy, everything that comes from it. No more.”
The sisters have gifted Miami with a restaurant that is
unapologetically Korean.
Says Michele, “I really am my mother’s daughter.”
Dalia Colón, an Emmy Award-winning
multimedia journalist, is a producer and
co-host of WEDU Arts Plus on Tampa Bay’s
PBS station and produces WUSF Public
Media’s food podcast, The Zest. A native of
Cleveland, Ohio, Colón was a staff reporter
for Cleveland Magazine and The Tampa
Bay Times. Her work has appeared in The
New York Times Magazine, Los Angeles
Times, on NPR, and Visit Florida. She lives
in Riverview with her husband, two young
children and cocker spaniel, Max.

FLORIDA State of Wonder

By John A. Middleton Jr.

‘Home Sweet Tree’

Striving to make my retirement enjoyable and fruitful, I invest
time surrounded by Florida’s natural beauty with a camera in
hand. One recent steamy morning, I had a favorite place nearby
to myself, enjoying some of the wonderful birds that nest there.
Summer Tanagers were singing overhead, joined by the warbling
song of a Blue Grosbeak and many others, when a Red-Headed
Woodpecker alighted on the dead pine snag I’d been watching.
The bird tapped the tree quietly and its mate appeared at the
cavity’s entrance. The pair stayed together, with one working
inside as the other closely supervised. I found myself overcome

with gratitude – for the agency that manages this property so
well; for the birds that grace this place with feather and song;
for this pair’s cooperation in posing for me, and for the gifts of
being surrounded by the wonders of nature and the ability to
experience it.
Now retired as senior pastor of the Joy Metropolitan Church
Community Church of Orlando, John A. Middleton Jr. pursues
his passion for nature photography in Lafayette County.
See more of his work at FrogmoreFocus.com.

Do you have a photo for State of Wonder? Please email Lisa Lennix at llennox@flahhum.org.
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Your Digital Gateways to
Florida’s History and Culture

FloridaHumanities.org is a free resource
for individuals and communities to learn more
about Florida. Visitors to our website can apply for
exciting grant and program opportunities, see the
humanities events happening in their community,
and learn about Florida’s history and culture
with blog posts, radio programs, and more.
Visit FloridaHumanities.org and discover
why Florida is a state of wonder!

Listen! These Streets Have Stories to Tell!
Florida Stories is a free walking tour app created by
Florida Humanities. Users will be transported through
the past and present with over thirty-five tours of Florida
communities. Each Florida Stories tour is narrated, packed
with photos, and will open your eyes to
the Sunshine State in a way you’ve never
experienced before.
Download the “Florida Stories” app today,
available for Android and Apple devices.

